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Abstract

The combination of the socio-political changes following 1989 and the current status of
English as the language of international communication promoted dynamic transformations of
the attitude and usages of English in Bulgaria. The purpose of this study is to investigate the
forms, functions and symbolic value of English in the Bulgarian advertising and journalistic
discourse. The emphasis is on non-established words as opposed to established borrowings.
Two hypotheses encapsulating the possible relation between English usages in advertising and
journalistic discourses are in the centre of investigation:

Hypothesis 1 The use of the English language remains on the symbolic and visual level in the
Bulgarian advertising and journalistic discourses.
Hypothesis 2 The symbolic value of English usage in advertising discourse is the same as that
of journalistic discourse.

Prior to the analyses, the study introduces an overview of the Bulgarian linguistic situation
and a summary of studies in the area of contact phenomena between English and Bulgarian.
Special attention is paid to publications discussing advertising and journalistic discourse.

On the base of two principles – genre and readership – six magazines have been selected
to provide the data for the study: Маниджър (Manager); Story, Наш Дом (Our Home),
Жената Днес (The Woman Today), Журнал за Жената (Women’s Journal), and Top Gear
България (Top Gear Bulgaria). Using a set of criteria the process of collecting data has 
extracted the occurrences of English from all advertisements, section and column headings,
article titles, and the featured article of each issue. English occurrences have been classified
first according to their generic function and position in the textual unity, and then, according
to symbolic value ascribed by English.

The statistical data confirms that the use of English in advertising discourse is common;
on average 66% of the advertisements contain English words. Cross-reference with the type of
function reveals, however, that only 17% of the English used in advertisements adds semantic
value to the Bulgarian-English mixing. Therefore, in advertising discourse English remains
mainly a tool for adding symbolic value. As far as the journalistic discourse is concerned
English usages are not as frequent; nevertheless, great variations are exemplified. Such
variation is observed in the heading data where one of the magazines contains no English in
the headings while another uses English in all but four of its headings. The findings of the
study reject both of the hypotheses although variations are observed and have been described
in this study. The analyses demonstrate that advertising discourse uses English in order to
exploit the value of English as the lingua franca of the world, while the journalistic discourse
draws on the symbolic associations of English as the language of popular culture.

The results of this study provide a comparison between advertising and journalistic
discourses. Furthermore, it offers a picture of the situation in Bulgaria twenty years after the
political changes and a good intermediate point in the process of spread of English, which
continues to modify the linguistic situation of the country.

Keywords: advertising discourse, journalistic discourse, Bulgaria, English, symbolic value
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1 Introduction

The increasing influence of English as the international lingua franca and its relation to the

processes of modernity and globalization have continuously reinforced the spread of English

around the world. This particular status of English has triggered an enthusiasm for research in

status, features and functions of English in traditionally non-English speaking communities.

The general purpose of the current study builds on the World Englishes framework (Bolton,

2006) by investigating the use of English in Bulgaria. A comprehensive overview of the status

and functions of English in Bulgaria is outside the scope of this investigation. Instead the

focus is on the use of English in advertising and journalistic discourse. Moreover, the

emphasis is on non-established words as opposed to established borrowings.

Previous studies on English in advertising discourse suggest that the use of English is

associated with a particular symbolic value (Haarmann, 1989; Kelly-Holmes, 2005).

Investigations into Bulgarian advertisements suggest that the main use of English is in the

domain of business (McClure, 1998) and that English is profoundly present in the Bulgarian

advertising discourse (Griffin, 2001). On the other hand, journalistic discourse remains

generally unexplored, possibly because the number of instances of English has been deemed

insignificant in the section headings, article titles and the articles’ text. Some studies of

English in Bulgaria evaluate the use of English in journalistic discourse (broadcasts and

newspapers) as negative but include a limited number of examples of such occurrences

(Kostadinova and Sakarewa, 2007; Pernishka, 2008).

Neglected remain also the aspect of comparison between the advertising and journalistic

discourses in terms of English use, especially considering that the two discourses are often

juxtaposed in printed media sources. This study attempts to describe and compare the forms,

functions and symbolic value of English in six Bulgarian magazines. In order to explore both

discourse dimensions and different variables, two hypotheses are tested:

Hypothesis 1:

The use of the English language remains on the symbolic and visual level in Bulgarian

advertising and journalistic discourses.
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Hypothesis 2:

The symbolic value of English usage in advertising discourse is the same as that of

journalistic discourse.

Both of the hypotheses aim at establishing commonalities or differences between the two

types of discourse. Furthermore, the results from the investigation will provide specific

statistical information on the types of English used in Bulgarian magazines. Thus, the

discussion attempts to make some general claims about English use in the Expanding circle

regarding the two types of discourse.

The first step of the current study defines in detail the terminology which is employed by

the study and some particularities in dealing with the contact of Bulgarian and English. The

literature review is divided into three main themes: English in Europe, English in Bulgaria,

and English in advertising and journalistic discourse. Each of these sections sets different

aspects of the context in which this investigation is taking shape. Having established the

ground works related to the hypotheses of this investigation, the study presents in some detail

the choice of methodology and the sets of criteria for the collection of data. In an effort to be

as clear as possible, this section contains plentiful examples and leads the way to the Results

section. The results are directly linked to the hypotheses and aim to explore the data from

different perspectives. The analyses of the results are then followed by a discussion organised

around the hypotheses. The conclusion section briefly summarises the main points of the

results and discussion and explores some limitations and predictions on the basis of the

results.
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2 Definitions

2.1 Terminology in relation to contact phenomena

A number of linguists have carried out research in different aspects of language contact

phenomena including among others convergence, inference, borrowing, code-switching,

pidgins, and creoles. A single detailed classification of contact language phenomena is yet to

be achieved. Nonetheless, it is essential to recognize the earlier contributions by Hauger

(1950) in classification of borrowings, Ferguson (1959) and Fishman (1967) on investigating

diglossia, Blom and Gumperz (1972) in study of code-switching, and the more recent works

on multilingual interaction by scholars such as Shana Poplack (1988, 2004), Carol Myers-

Scotton (1993), Shoji Azuma (1998), Mireia Galindo Solé (2003) and Harriet Sharp (2007). A

comprehensive review of these theories is not the purpose of this paper; however, the

following section of this study will provide a brief outline of the relevant terminology and the

definitions as they will be used in the current investigation.

Any combination of both the Bulgarian and English languages will be referred to as

BULGARIAN-ENGLISH MIXING. However, it is important to keep in mind that the contact

between the two languages is asymmetrical since the direction of exchange is only from

English into Bulgarian language. This inequality is accounted for by Myers-Scotton’s

introduction of Matrix Language Frame model where the MATRIX LANGUAGE provides the

abstract morphosyntactic frame, while the EMBEDDED LANGUAGE is the other participant

language (Myers-Scotton, 1993). Therefore, the matrix language is evidently Bulgarian and

the embedded language is English.

In order to deal with Bulgarian-English mixing, I will consider firstly two main categories:

1) words which have been borrowed from English and have become part of the Bulgarian

language; 2) and words which have been used in print but have not been codified. The

decision of where each word belongs is based upon reference to two dictionaries of foreign

words in Bulgarian. The terms chosen by the study are based upon Sharp’s distinction

between the two main categories. The former category will be referred to as ESTABLISHED

BORROWINGS (2007, p. 228) and the later as NON-ESTABLISHED WORDS. The focus of this

study is on the use of non-established words, because they require a higher awareness of

English language in communication. Moreover, as Harriet Sharp asserts, “non-standardised
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words appear more often to fill some specific communicative function in the discourse” than

represent unintentional lapses into the English language (2007: 229).

I recognize that dictionaries are fairly slow to record all of the new meanings and new

words in a given language. It is virtually impossible for the publishing industry to keep up

with the dynamic processes of language development. However, for the purpose of this study

dictionaries present us with a good tool for making the distinction between established and

non-established word. Dictionaries record the fully established status of a word, even though

arbitrary. In order to minimize the disadvantages in this method of distinction I obtained

permission to use the Bulgarian National Corpus for my analysis of the non-established words

and phrases. Unfortunately, persistent problems with the server did not allow me to benefit

fully from this resource. Thus, searches in the corpora have been used as supplementary

resource, rather then the basis for distinction between established and non-established.

Since Bulgarian and English use different alphabetical systems, the decision to keep the

Latin alphabet or to transliterate the word into the Cyrillic alphabet plays an important part in

the transition from non-established words to established borrowings. Words which have kept

their English spelling and alphabet will be referred to as FOREIGN WORDS. Words which have

only been transliterated and have kept the approximate phonemic shape of the English word

without having undergone any morphological adaptation will be described by the term

LOANWORDS. Non-established words that belong to either of these categories will be included

in the investigation. Nevertheless, one should not ignore the possibility of non-established

words which have reached a step further in their transformation and have undergone certain

morphosyntactic adaptations such as verbal or gender inflections. This third category of

borrowings is characterized by Haugen as words which combine morphemic importation from

the embedded language with partial morphemic substitution from the matrix language

(Haugen, 1950). These instances will be referred to in this paper as HYBRIDS. The hybrids

which have not been codified, in other words, belong to the category of non-established

words, will also be included in this study.

At this stage another important distinction should be clarified, that between a borrowing

and a code-switch. Poplack and her associates argued that “lone other-language item”

insertion is borrowing and it should be distinguished from long stretches of embedded

language, which are CODE-SWITCHING (Namba, 2005, p. 74). Myers-Scotton, on the other

hand, does not consider a single word insertion necessarily a borrowing. She proposes
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frequency as the criterion for distinguishing between a code-switching and a borrowing

(Myers-Scotton, 2006). For orthographical reasons, which have been mentioned above, the

case of Bulgarian-English mixing and more precisely the distinctions between a SINGLE

FOREIGN WORD INSERTION and a CODE-SWITCHING is fairly complex. Words which have not

been transliterated in print and have retained their Roman characters signal to the reader a

shift in the language, thus, code-switching. However, not all uses of English words written

with the Latin alphabet necessarily satisfy the requirement of actual switch from one code to

another since their functions remain rather visual or function as a loanword written in the

original language. Taking these aspects of English in Bulgaria, the category of foreign words

identified earlier in this section is divided into three depending on their position and function

in the textual unity: SINGLE FOREIGN WORD INSERTION, CODE-SWITCHING, and VISUAL CODE-

SWITCHING (see Figure 1). In order to devise these sub-categories I consider first the place

where the foreign words occur. If the foreign words (regardless of a single word or a stretch of

words) occur in the company logo, slogan, name of products or technology, they are regarded

as VISUAL CODE-SWITCHING.

VISUAL CODE-SWITCHING suggests that the use of English initiates a code-switch in order

to ascribe a particular symbolic value but it remains visual since it is not necessary for

understanding of the text. In the discussion of multilingual advertising discourse, Kelly-

Holms suggests that ‘English may simply be present as part of a global slogan or brand name

used internationally […] it functions more as a part of the brand’s graphic identity’ (2005, p.

103). Visual in this sense is opposed to semantic; there is an apparent move from one

language to another but it remains on the visual level rather than semantic. Thus, visual code-

switching ascribes symbolic value to the whole textual unity. It functions as proper noun and

is not integrated syntactically (see Figure 1 and Table 1 for examples). Visual code-switching

can be a sentence, phrase or single words as long as it occurs in the logo, name or slogan and

it simply conveys symbolic associations.

As far as the English which is outside the category of visual code-switching goes, the

classification determines two different cases following Poplack’s principle: a single English

word insertion is considered a borrowing therefore either an established or a non-established

word; a string of English words is considered code-switching.

To put it concisely, there is a three-way distinction among English words which appear in

the Latin alphabet: visual code-switching (English words or phrases which belong to the logo,



slogan or name of company, product and technology), a single foreign word insertion, and

code-switching (a phrase or sentence). The distinction between the three types of usage of

Bulgarian-English mixing will be discussed with the focus on the different functions which

they all perform.
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2.2 Use of Bulgarian language quotations and Bulgarian sources

The following investigation will profit from the bilingual Bulgarian and English abilities of its

researcher. However, any translations and interpretations will be put under scrutiny and

wherever possible the investigation will seek confirmation from two different Bulgarian

dictionaries: Речник на чуждите думи в българския език (Dictionary of foreign words in

Bulgarian language, Milev et al, 1978) and Речник на чуждите думи за всички (Dictionary

of foreign words for everyone, Pernishka, 2007). Hereafter the English translations of the

dictionaries’ titles will be used for the ease of reading. These two dictionaries were chosen to

represent two very different socio-political situations in Bulgaria so that changes in the status

of different established borrowings can also be registered if that appears as essential factor.

This study will also consult the Bulgarian Language Corpus created between 2001 and

2009 by the ‘Prof. L. Andreychin’ Institute for Bulgarian Language and containing about 320,

000, 000 words from the mid-twentieth century to 2009. The corpus contains only written

Bulgarian language and provides the opportunity to search only through the texts classified as

journalistic discourse. Searches in the Bulgarian Language Corpus have been used in the

analysis of the non-established words. The persistent problems with the serve hindered any in-

depth corpus analysis.

As far as the citations of Bulgarian-English mixing are concerned, the recommendations

set by the Linguistic Society of America and the editors of their Journal Language will be

followed (Linguistic Society of America, 2010). Here is a short annotation of the symbols and

signs which will be used by this study.

a) When quoting findings from articles which originally appear in Bulgarian, a translation

into English will be used and the original quotation will be part of the appendix.

b) Words which are given as an example within the text will be underlined.

c) Words written in Bulgarian will be followed by a phonetic transcription in squared

brackets or a phonemic transcription in phonemic brackets depending on the purpose of

the example. After the transcription a translation of the word to English will follow in

single inverted commas, for example: имПИЧмант [ImpISm@nt] ‘impeachment’.
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3 Literature review

This section aims to introduce both the context and the main issues related to the use of

English in advertising and journalistic discourses in Bulgaria. The literature review starts by

locating the discussion as part of more general investigations of English in Europe and then

more specifically of the situation in central, eastern and south-eastern Europe. The focus then

moves to Bulgaria by presenting the linguistic situation of the country and some general

information on foreign language learning in the country. The zooming-in-like logic then

continues with a detailed description of previous studies on English in Bulgaria before finally

focusing on English in advertising and journalistic discourse. The final part of the literature

review points out some of the main claims of previous studies into English in Bulgarian

advertising and journalistic discourses.

3.1 English in Europe

In the 1990s, academics and researchers were far from debating the possible formation of a

European variety of English. McArthur (1996) names 16 territories in Europe where English

language has a ‘significant’ role: Belgium, the Channel Islands, Cyprus, Denmark, England,

Gibraltar, the Irish Republic, the Isle of Man, Malta, the Netherlands, Northern Ireland,

Norway, Scotland, Sweden, Switzerland and Wales (1996, p. 9). Briefly stated, English is

considered a first or second language in the region of north-western Europe. McArthur

contrasts these countries to south-western Europe, where “English has not directly penetrated

the various populations at large” (1996, p. 10). Central, eastern, and south-eastern Europe

remain largely outside of his discussion with the exception of being classified as territories

where English is increasingly learned as a “global lingua franca”(1996, p. 13).

Almost ten years later, the 2005 Eurobarometer shows that the spread of English continues

and “English (34%) is the most widely known language besides the mother tongue followed

by German (12%) and French (11%)” (Eurobarometer, 2006, p. 4). Today, the increasing

numbers of studies which focus on south-western, central, eastern and south-eastern Europe

support the conclusion that the importance of English has extended to the southern and eastern

regions of Europe (Reichelt, 2006; Dimova, 2007; Mežek, 2009; Davidson, 2010). There is no
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doubt that at the end of the first decade of the 21st century English has become ‘the most

widely used language of wider communication in Europe’ (Kirkpatrick, 2007, p. 164).

European citizens increasingly learn English and not simply for interacting with English-

native speakers but for connecting with their fellow Europeans as a whole. English is the

preferred language for business in Europe and its domination continues to extend to other

domains such as education, science, academic publications, travel, transport and even

interpreting, where English is often the link language (Kirkpatrick, 2007, p. 165). Certain

common reoccurring features of English spoken by Europeans have even been identified by

Seidlhofer (2004). This study gave rise to the heated discussion of how to categorise the

English in Europe: as a variety, the so-called Euro-English, or as a lingua franca. The debate

still continues. However, earlier claims that a European variety of English will be codified and

standardised (Jenkins, Modiano & Seidlhofer, 2001) are met with scepticism today. Yet, the

interest in the contact phenomena between European languages and English language

continues to attract research interests, amongst others, Griffin (1997), McArthur (2003),

Schlick (2003), Sharp (2005), and Shaw & Vasileva (2009). The discussion of variety or

lingua franca will not be dealt with in depth in this paper because this study investigates

written English in magazine and advertising discourse. Thus, it is most likely that the English

used in print will try to come as close as possible to the written norms; interesting remains the

issue of which norms of Standard English language are followed – British, American or a mix

of both.

Another factor which plays an increasingly more important role in Europe is the European

Union. European policies influence language learning and usage on many levels: some

policies shape the way school curriculums are set; others facilitate the exchange of students,

volunteers, teachers and workers; and third, protect minority and regional languages. All of

these factors should be taken into consideration when discussing the complex linguistic

situation in Europe. Furthermore, one should not ignore the countries and their large

populations which are part of geographical Europe but have not become part of the EU

(Ukraine, Belarus, Moldova, Serbia, etc.). The functions and usage of English in these

countries would be a valuable source for comparison and further investigations.

As far as the source of the English language influence in Europe is concerned, one should

not only consider the fact that the United Kingdom is part of this region. The status of English

as the language of modernity and technological advancement plays a greater role of influence.
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Added to this is the importance of the US entertainment industry. In the European context,

Kirkpatrick emphasizes the latter as one of the most important channels of the English

language in Europe (2007, p. 164).

3.1.1 English language in Central and Eastern Europe

As mentioned earlier, researchers have been quick to identify the peculiar status, usage and

functions of English in countries such as the Netherlands, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, and

Switzerland, where bilingualism with English is so common (McArthur, 1996, 2003; Sharp,

2007). However, less attention has been paid to the status and functions of English in the

countries from the former Eastern European block. The term SOUTH-EASTERN EUROPE will be

used to describe the immediate context of Bulgaria; however, parallels with the regions

described as CENTRAL AND EASTRN EUROPE will be drawn with the intention to position this

study into a wider framework of studies dealing with the spread of English in post-communist

Europe.

In terms of the spread of the English language, all of the countries from central and eastern

Europe fall into the category of the Expanding Circle since the English language is “used

essentially in EFL context” as defined by Kachru (1985 in Kirkpatrick, 2007, p. 28). The

English language was not favoured by the communist regimes as it was perceived as one of

the languages of the capitalism. However, one should not misinterpret this and overlook the

fact that English was indeed studied in central, eastern and south-eastern Europe. This is also

the case in Bulgaria where a small number of scholars did research in the field of English

Studies even before 1989 (Shurbanov & Stamenov, 2000). Russian was taught from an early

age as the first foreign language and used in most cases as the lingua franca in the region.

Great differences, however, occur between the different states in that region and they should

not be underestimated. However, as far as spread of English goes in advertising discourse or

print media, most studies so far show similar findings: plentiful English usage and use of

English as a symbol of modernity and the free market (Griffin, 1997, 2001; Kelly-Holmes,

2005).

Dimova (2007) provides a rare insight from the contact with the English language and a

south-eastern country bordering on Bulgaria, Macedonia. Her study analyses data from shop

signs from the town of Veles. Dimova concludes that her results follow similar patterns with

studies in Slovenia, France, and Italy: “Internet cafés, hospitality establishments, and
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boutiques had the largest percentages of such signs, while butchers, barbers, bakeries, and

pharmacies had the lowest percentages of English elements in their signs” (2007, p. 23). The

results show that more than half (54%) of the signs are Macedonian unilingual, while 36%

contain English in one form or another. Dimova distinguishes between three categories of the

latter group: English unilingual (35%), English and Macedonian (44%) and English words

written in the Cyrillic alphabet (21%).

Considering the advertising discourse as a whole, one should distinguish between two

main levels of textual discourse: brand/company/product names belong to the outer layer of

text, while description of the product/company is the inner layer of text. In this sense one can

expect that the high number of English language elements identified by Dimova display the

impact of contact on this outer level of advertising discourse, displayed by the commercial

signs. The study of English in Slovenia by Mežek (2009) analyses and compares both of these

layers (more details are given in 3.2.4 which deals with advertising discourse). Briefly stated,

Mežek concludes that English in Slovenia “is in many ways similar to the situation in other

European countries, particularly Central and Eastern European countries” (2009, p. 36);

similar in terms of influence of English in the domain of business, education, advertising, and

science.

Based on this part of the literature review, one may conclude that English plays an

increasingly important role in Europe. The socio-political changes, which are continuously

bringing countries in Europe closer together, promote further the spread of English

southwards and eastwards. Bulgaria is not an exception; however, its unique linguistic

situation determines the way English is spread in the country. Thus, the following section

starts with a brief description of the general linguistic background.

3.2 English in Bulgaria

3.2.1 Linguistic background of Bulgaria

The Bulgarian language is part of the Indo-European family from the group of Slavic

languages. Modern Bulgarian (from 15th century onwards) is preceded by Middle Bulgarian

(12th-14th centuries) and Old Bulgarian (9th- 11th centuries). At the beginning of the second

half of the 9th century, in the effort to spread Christianity two Byzantine clergymen, Cyril and
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Methodii, created the first Slavic alphabet and translated religious books into it. In the late 9th

century the head of the First Bulgarian Kingdom, King Boris I, adopted the alphabet as the

official Old Bulgarian alphabet. The alphabet, known today as the Cyrillic alphabet, spread

north and east to some of the other Slavic kingdoms. These events are celebrated today as one

of the biggest national holidays in Bulgaria and are still regarded as one of the pillars of

Bulgarian identity.

The Bulgarian language is described by the constitution as the official language and

learning Bulgarian is compulsory for all citizens of Bulgaria. Nevertheless, the country is not

linguistically uniform. Today within the Bulgarian borders 84.5% of the population mark

Bulgarian as their first language; 9.6% identify Turkish as their first language; less than 1%

(327882 people) give one of the variety of Roma languages as their first; and 71084 people

(0.009%) indicate ‘Other language’ than the above mentioned (National Statistics Institute

Census, 2001)1.

It is crucial to also mention that written and spoken Bulgarian are very close varieties, as

Boyadzhiev (2008) writes. The idea that written language should belong to the elite and be

used only by the intelligentsia did not find support amongst the publishers and policymakers

of the Third Bulgarian State (late 19th - beginning of 20th century). In the literary style, the

tendency towards democratization followed the realistic tradition and brought the written

standard language even closer to the spoken variety. The only exception to the blurring

boundary between written and spoken language at that period of time occurred in journalistic

discourse where a strict pattern of writing and style of language were maintained (2008, p. 10;

Appendix 1: Note 1).

After the Second World War, the tendency to bring the written and spoken Bulgarian was

supported by the ideals of a socialist society. Boyadzhiev notes that this period was also

associated with the dynamic increase of foreign words coming into Bulgarian. He outlines as

the most prominent the introduction of foreign words into journalistic discourse: newspapers,

magazines, radio and television (2008, p. 11; Appendix 1: Note 2). These developments

provide evidence that the purist values connected with the period after the independence from

the Ottoman Empire were toned down in the time after the Second World War.

1 The rest of the total population falls into the categories ‘not stated’ and ‘unknown’.
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The 1989 socio-economic changes, which continue to transform Bulgaria into a

democratic country, have also been mirrored by the Bulgarian language. Boyadzhiev suggests

four main features of this period in relation to the changes which occur on the level of

language use. The borders between genres and stylistic features, which divide formal and

informal communication, as well as spoken and written language, have been distorted. There

is a decrease of censorship and that of self-imposed control on freedom of speech. Parallel to

that, colloquialization and euphemization are observed, as well as internationalization by

importation of foreign words especially from English (2008, p. 15; Appendix 1: Note 3).

Moving the focus from the national languages, I will introduce briefly the presence of

foreign languages in Bulgaria. The geographical location of Bulgaria, between Asia and

Europe, means that historically the Bulgarian language has been in contact with a number of

foreign languages. The continuous influence of foreign languages in the country, either

through occupation or prestige status, is linked to: Ancient Greek and Ottoman Turkish

(before the Bulgarian Enlightenment); French (19th - first half 20th century), Russian and

German (second half of 20th century) (Videnov, 2005). It is important to mention that because

of the continuous contact with foreign languages “the vast majority of Bulgarians with some

education are familiar with the Roman alphabet” (Alexieva, 2005, p. 4). Russian was learnt as

a first foreign language extensively after the Second World War and still ranks high in the

statistics of known foreign languages in Bulgaria (Eurobarometer 243, 2006). The English

language, however, has become a prominent influence only in recent times.

Up until the beginning of 20th century “England was generally seen as a far-off exotic

country without any immediate relevance to the Bulgarian fortunes in spite of some sporadic

contacts in trade, education and culture” (Shurbanov & Stamenov, 2000, p. 267). The

beginning of English Studies in Bulgaria is linked to the names of academics such as:

Konstantin Stefanov, who authored the first English-Bulgarian (1908) and Bulgarian- English

(1914) dictionaries; the world renowned Shakespearean scholar Marco Mincoff; the English

linguist Jana Molholova; and Andrej Danchev, who published amongst many others the

valuable English for Bulgarians (1983) and Linguistic problems of Translation (English and

Bulgarian) (1986). Although English was taught in Bulgaria before 1989, its extensive spread

begins in the last decade of 20th century. A valuable description of the initial directions in

which English was spread in Bulgaria is recorded by O’Reilly (1989).
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The article English language cultures in Bulgaria: a linguistic sibling rivalry? (O’Reilly,

1998) explores the case of Bulgaria from Phillipson’s perspective (Linguistic Imperialism,

1992). The author discussed the “issue of language, politics, and power through the lens of

critical theory in education” (1998, p. 71). O’Reilly introduces the “UK as the ‘curator’ of a

linguistic institution” (1998, p. 74) and the “US as ‘engineer’ of change”. The transition from

a communist state into democracy opened many doors for influence in Bulgaria – on an

educational and economic level. In addition, the transformation of English into the

international language of business and technology has led to a particular status of the English

language in Bulgaria.

On the one hand, the actions taken by the British in the early 1990s illustrate the tendency

to position British English as a linguistic and literary institution. On the other hand, the US

recognized the elements of an emergent economy in Bulgaria and, consequently, bridged

English language education with business and technology (O’Reilly, 1998, p. 81).

O’Reilly argues that in this rivalry of power the Bulgarians have established a balance of

external influences. This balance has granted domination to neither the US nor the UK, thus, it

provides a unique Bulgarian cultural environment (1998, p. 82). O’Reilly suggests that the

“emerging culture of Bulgarian English” (1998, p. 83) emphasises the need for discussion of

Bulgarian English as a member of the expanding circle of Englishes.

3.2.2 Foreign language learning in Bulgaria: a review of official documents
on foreign language policies

2009 marked twenty years since the change from a Communist state into a democratic

republic in Bulgaria. At the time of this study, most young Bulgarian professionals (around 25

year-olds) have gone through primary, secondary and higher education under the new political

system, with its new values and aspirations (see Table 2 Structure of the Bulgarian schooling

system).
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Table 2 Structure of the Bulgarian schooling system

Non-compulsory 3 – 5 yrs Pre-school education 1st – 3rd group
5 – 6 yrs Pre-school education 4th group

Compulsory 6 -10 yrs Elementary level 1st – 4th grade
10 - 13 yrs Pre-secondary level 5th – 7th grade
13 – 16 yrs First phase of secondary

education
(comprehensive and
vocational gymnasium)

8th – 10th grade

Non-compulsory 16 – 18 yrs Second phase of
secondary education

11th -12th grade

above 18 yrs Higher education

The language policy of the Bulgarian education system illustrates clearly the importance of

foreign language learning (see Table 3). Foreign language learning is compulsory at the age

of eight, and in many cases starts as early as nursery school. All students take a foreign

language exam at the age of fourteen. In most cases the language of this exam is English, only

high schools specialising in other foreign languages offer the exam in another language.

Table 3 Hours of foreign language classes per year in the compulsory education (Ministry of Education
and Science 2008/2009)

Grade Hours of foreign language classes per academic year
First foreign language Second foreign language

1st - -
2nd 64 -
3rd 96 -
4th 96 -
5th 85 68
6th 85 68
7th 68 68
8th 648 68

*At the end of this academic year all students have to pass a foreign language
exam. Secondary schools specialising in a foreign language take the exam in
the corresponding language. Secondary schools with science, vocational or
general orientation take the exam in English.
9th 85 85
10th 85 85

According to the Eurobarometer survey (Eurobarometer 243, 2006), 59% of Bulgarians

assert that they can speak at least one other language than their first language, out of those the

three most widely spoken languages are Russian (35%), English (23%) and German (12%).
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These results illustrate the rise of English as the second most spoken foreign language in a

very short period of time (since English did not have such high status before 1989). Moreover,

foreign language knowledge is highly appreciated and even regarded as a necessity for better

work opportunities and a good standard of living by 95% of the population (2006, p. 28). 65%

of the population ranks English as the foremost important language (apart from the mother

language) for personal development and career prospective (2006, p. 32).

The curriculum attempts to answer the great demands for English learning reported in the

opinion polls of the Bulgaria public. However, the ambitious targets set by the curriculum

should not be interpreted in the vacuum of regulations and recommendations. The shift of

prestige from Russian to English can only happen in terms of learning and usage if it is

backed up by enough qualified English teachers. This is indeed the largest obstacle for

implementing an even more ambitious curriculum. In 2008 a one-year programme for

prequalification of teachers from any subject to English teachers was initiated with funds from

the government and the EU at the University of Sofia (Danova, 2009). The mode of study is

part-time and participation is completely self-financed. Out of 1,010 applications 545

candidates were admitted and 424 received their qualifications (Danova, 2009, p. 213-214).

Danova expresses her concern that the number of hours is not sufficient when considering

“the low level of competence some of the teachers had” (2009, p. 214). She suggests that the

government needs to put in place a system for financial support and offer incentives for

teachers who enroll in Master level studies or other forms of prequalification programmes.

Briefly put, Danova exposes the gap which still exists between the demand for English and

the resources for learning English in the country.

3.2.3 Context of use, forms, and sources of English words in Bulgaria

In order to understand and analyse the examples from the data of this investigation, a detailed

review of the literature concerned with English borrowings (whether established or not) in

Bulgaria is necessary.

The contact with English was described as the most active foreign language influence on

Bulgarian as early as 1981 by Danchev’s article on ‘Anglicisms in Bulgarian language’

(1981). His article provides a brief overview of the earliest studies of contact between the two

languages. Up until the 1980s, the most influential studies on English borrowings focus
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mainly on the way English words had entered Bulgarian, their morphological and their

phonological adaptation (Danchev, 1981, p. 191). Danchev’s analysis starts with a discussion

of the quantity of English borrowings into Bulgarian and opens up the gap of research in that

area, then he focuses on identifying the time and the ways English words have come into

Bulgarian. It is important to remember that English words often came into Bulgarian through

French or Russian, thus, they had already undergone some phonological adaptations. Since

established borrowings are not the focus of this study this is not going to be explored further

although this area carries interesting research questions. Danchev also suggests an early

typology of established borrowings from English. More interestingly, he discusses the public

opinion on the use of foreign words. He leans towards a balanced view by underlining the

importance of writers, translators and print editors in introducing only necessary and

appropriate foreign words (Danchev, 1981, p. 202; Appendix 1 Note 4).

A little more than twenty years later Danchev’s article is still very relevant and Bulgarian

researchers are still building on his foundations. Kolarova (2005) investigates a corpus of 840

English loan words from the Dictionary of New Words and Meanings in Bulgarian published

in 2001. She groups the words into three main types of semantic change: 1) narrowing of the

meaning from its range in L1; 2) metaphorical extension and generalization in the meaning; 3)

changes of the connotation as compared to their etymons. She concludes that narrowing the

meaning is by far the most common semantic change, while generalization and metaphorical

extension are not very common occurrences. Borrowings such as принтер [prInter] ‘printer’,

пейджър [peIdZ@r] ‘pager’, софтуер [sOftUer] ‘software’, and пилинг [pIlIng] ‘peeling’

“remain semantically unchanged because they fill in a lexical gap and do not have to compete

for semantic space” (2005, p. 16). The most common change of connotation is the case where

the loan word takes on a colloquial or pejorative meaning (2005, p. 16). Some of the examples

Kolarova provides from her data are: чейндж [tSeIndZ] ‘change’ which carries both the

meaning of an ‘exchange bureau’ and the pejorative connotation of an ‘illegal activity’ and

аут [AUt] ‘out’ which replaces the Bulgarian equivalent in order to emphasize the colloquial

language and context (2005, p. 14).

Taking a step back in the process of codification, Kostadinova & Sakareva (2007) discuss

the phenomenon of borrowing English words without “assimilation” (2007, p. 141); in other

words, when the form of the borrowing is not morphologically adapted to the Bulgarian

language. They focus on examples taken from mass media sources such as newspapers and
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magazines. Thus, they identify as a problem the use by the media of neologisms, borrowings

or loan words which have not yet been recognized as such by the Bulgarian dictionaries. They

assert that these usages hinder the communicative purpose of the publications and produce

“marginal texts” that cannot reach the intended wide audience (2007, p. 143-144; Appendix 1

Note 5). It is worth noting also the type of language they use in describing the contact

between Bulgarian and English: “avalanche-like intake of English words into Bulgarian”;

“hidden dangers of the use of English borrowings”; “the conquering language and culture”

referring to English (2007, p. 141- 142; Appendix 1 Note 6). These examples frame the spread

of the English language in terms of Phillipson’s linguistic imperialism or linguicism (1992).

They also convey one of the attitudes towards the contact between the Bulgarian and English

languages.

More interestingly, articles discussing the usage of Anglicisms for specific purposes have

started to appear more often. Alexieva (2004), for example, discusses the creative use of

English and Bulgarian to form puns which are “occasionalisms” (2004, p. 36) for the most

part and are used as humorous instruments in the media. Alexieva outlines two main groups of

puns devised by their formation. The puns in the first group are formed by blending. An

example of blending is таблоидиот /tabloIdIOt/ ‘blend of tabloid and idiot’, which is the title

of a parody column in newspaper dealing with love affair and crime stories. The second group

of puns involve reinterpretation such as the word имПИЧмант [Impitʃmənt] ‘impeachment’.

At the time of President Clinton’s scandal when impeachment was a frequently used word, the

above-mentioned pun came to exist. It encloses the Bulgarian word ПИЧ [pItS] ‘macho man’

which has humorous connotations. However, in both cases puns depend on “an awareness of

their English origin on the part of the Bulgarian readers/viewers, but also on a mature, healthy

reaction towards the excessive use of English borrowings” (2004, p. 36). Even though puns

are short-lived occasionalisms that rely heavily on the context for understanding, they also

display a certain attitude towards the contact between English and Bulgarian as well as a

certain level of understanding of pronunciation and semantic content of English words. All of

the examples that Alexieva quotes in her article are taken from sources of everyday language

in Bulgaria: newspapers, signs of shops and television talk. Therefore, her investigation tends

to disconfirm to an extent my first hypothesis by providing already some evidence that in
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Bulgarian journalistic discourse English has attained wider functions than simply adding

symbolic associations.

Another area of contact between English and Bulgarian which has become a focus of

research in recent years is the contact between English and Bulgarian through the means of

technology. There is no doubt that English has become an inseparable part of the daily life of

Bulgarians with the spread of technological advancements. Generally speaking, the industrial

and economic power of the Anglo-Saxon countries has helped the spread of English. This is

most evident in the domain-specific language of information and communication

technologies. The language used online or in publications related to computer technologies is

indeed in the center of discussion by a number of Bulgarian studies such as Mineva (2003)

Angelova (2008), and Pernishka (2008).

The extent of the contact is investigated by Mineva (2003) in her study of neologisms

in 47 Bulgarian web pages. She investigates online computer-related texts written in

Bulgarian and focuses on Bulgarian neologisms. Nevertheless, she points out in her

preliminary search that many web-sites are entirely in English and she suggests that the

reasons might also lie in the problems of terminology management (2003, p. 116). Moreover,

she points out that “[m]any Bulgarian sites contain articles using both English and Bulgarian,

often indiscriminately (in one and the same sentence)” (2003, p. 116). Her study shows that

“80% of all identified neologisms are direct borrowings from foreign languages and especially

English”. The large number of neologisms from English was also noted in Kolarova’s

investigation summarized earlier in this section (2005). Interestingly, Mineva underlines in

both the introduction and the conclusion that currently in Bulgaria “there is a considerable

lack of reliable and authoritative sources that can assist a translator, technical writer or teacher

in the process of terminology management” (2003, p. 117) in this domain.

Another study directly linked to the use of English borrowings and calques in Bulgarian

focuses on the influence of the factor ‘age’ (Angelova, 2008). The study concludes that

calquing practises are preferred by the older age group and direct borrowings, which have

only undergone transliteration, are the preferred choice of younger subjects. Moreover, the

level of proficiency of English of individual subjects does not play a significant role in the

decision between calquing and direct borrowing; the age factor is the most influential one.

These conclusions are significant for any prediction of the way the contact between English

and Bulgarian is to continue in the future. In addition, it is worth pointing out that even
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though Internet and communication technology as a whole are associated with a specific

language terminology, this domain is not limited to professionals’ talk, on the contrary, in

many ways it is part of everyday language. The rapid increase of Bulgarian households that

own computers and are connected to the world through the Internet, has introduced the

domain of ‘Internet slang’ into Bulgarian daily interactions.

Hristova’s article entitled Internet-ional Vocabulary (2004) builds on this idea of overlap

between the specific language domain and everyday language in Bulgaria. She discusses

“[b]orrowings from ‘Internet Slang’ into Bulgarian” and the “[p]otential consequences for

Bulgarian learners of English” (2004, p. 49-50). Hristova analyses both the positive and rapid

productivity of direct borrowings from the Internet for enriching Bulgarian and the negative

effects for learners whose understanding of semantic meaning can be limited by the Internet

use of words as in the case of equating account to поща ‘post’, find to търся ‘search’ or web

to страница ‘page’. Hristova suggests that it is the role of English teachers to make sure that

wrong interpretations, such as the above examples, are not reinforced but corrected (2004, p.

50-51).

The balanced view on the influence of English language in Bulgaria expressed by

Hristova’s article is not necessarily shared by all Bulgarian academics (Kostadinova &

Sakareva, 2007; Pernishka, 2008). A possible explanation for the negative view of the contact

between Bulgarian and English is the important role which language has in establishing the

Bulgarian national identity and the special status of the Bulgarian alphabet as one of the

highest representation of what it means to be Bulgarian, discussed earlier (3.2.1). Pernishka’s

article gives examples from two Bulgarian computer magazines entitled “PC Mania” and “PC

World” and protests openly against the use of slang in Bulgarian phrases mixed with

computer terminology as well as transliterated borrowings from English and even foreign

names, which are not even transliterated (2008, p. 39; Appendix 1 Note 7). She extends this

argument to the use of such non-conventional borrowings by radio and television presenters.

Thus, she suggests that under the influence of television and radio, Bulgarian people have

started using words such as айдъли [aId@lI] ‘idols’ instead of the Bulgarian words идоли

[IdOlI]‘idols’, първенци [p@rventzi] ‘leaders/ winners/ being first’, звезди [zvezdI] ‘stars’ as

well as сървайвари [s@rvaiv@ri] ‘survivors’ instead of оцелели [otzeleli] ‘survivors’ (2008, p.

39; Appendix 1 Note 8). The article ignores, however, the different meanings which are

expressed by the evidently similar words айдъли [aId@lI] and идоли [IdOlI]. The meaning of
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the former one is only used in the context of the television competition Bulgarian Idol, while

the Bulgarian word has a much larger semantic content. Thus, the examples need to consider

the semantic change in the process of adaptation, which has indeed been studied in detail by

Kolarova (2005) discussed earlier in this section.

3.2.4 Bulgarian-English mixing in plain sight

A linguistic and sociolinguistic analysis of data collected from trademarks and shop signs in

Bulgaria is given by Alexieva (2005). She is interested in “English lexical influence, which is

becoming prominent and which only borders on actually borrowing” (2005, p. 3). She devises

four groups of shop signs and names focusing on Bulgarian-English mixings only. Her study

has a rather qualitative approach in comparison with Dimova’s classification of signs in

Macedonia (2007). However, Alexieva does not use the same categorisation as Dimova and

identifies different groups within the larger categories of Bulgaria-English mixing and English

words written in Cyrillic. The first group consists of internationally recognisable trademarks

(Coca-Cola, KFC, Dunkin’ Donut) and some Bulgarian ones, which can appear either in

English only or paired with their transliteration, for example, Pirin Milk paired with Пирин 

милк [pIrIn mIlk] or Sofia Socks with София Сокс [sOfIa sOks] (2005, p. 3). The second

group is again concerned with the double spelling phenomenon; however, in this group the

company name is usually written in the Cyrillic alphabet but it carries a direct association to

an English name or word, for example, the name of a bakery appearing only in Bulgarian

Даунтаун [daUntaUn] or the name of a general grocery store Екофууд [ekOfU;d] (2005, p.

4). This group is also identified by Dimova’s data (2005) which suggest that 21% of all

English is of the kind written in Cyrillic or words transliterated from English (Dimova, 2007,

p. 20). The third group in Alexieva’s study consists of the names which do not match the

content offered on sale: shop called Jeanswear sells all clothing but jeans, for example. The

final fourth group of sign doublets represents trademarks which use English as a translation to

the Bulgarian name: Блян- Dreams. She also mentions that in this group the translations are

not always adequate as for instance Кралска закуска ‘King Breakfast’; an English speaker

would be confused as to whether this means ‘king’s breakfast’ or ‘king-size breakfast’(2005,

p. 5).

In her discussion of the linguistic aspect of these trademarks, Alexieva suggests that in

many ways the occurrence of signs with English inaccuracies, represent “simultaneously
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knowledge of English grammatical structures and insufficient knowledge of English lexical

units” (2005, p. 6). She also points out some transfers from Bulgarian into the structure of

English phrases. In the conclusion of her analysis Alexieva affirms that English has an overt

prestige attached to it in Bulgaria and quotes Crystal to recap “the English advertisements are

not always more numerous, in countries where English has no special status, but they are

usually the most noticeable” (Crystal in Alexieva, 2005, p. 8). She concludes that shop signs

and names “seem to welcome ‘Englishness’ in any form – whether it is the original English

spelling or a novel-looking Cyrillic transliteration – as long as it can promote financial

success” (2005, p. 8).

Another account of the use of English in everyday life in Bulgaria is given by Stoevski

(2005). He investigates the presence of written English in the capital Sofia by studying a

range of written materials: the name plates of Bulgarian institutions, company names and

graffiti in the streets of Sofia. He concludes that “the English occurrence, as well as its form,

is not random” (2005, p. 36); thus, agreeing with Sharp that the use of English is not a mishap

but functional phenomenon. National institutions such as the Parliament, the President

quarters, the Council of Ministers, the Bulgarian Academy of Science, and the National

Library appear without translations in any other language affirming their national character.

Stoevski comments on the huge variation of language practices in company signs. He

identifies four factors which affect the choice of language in this domain: 1) origin of the

company; 2) attitude towards the host-country; 3) educational level of the company owner; 4)

aesthetic and pragmatic concerns. These are, however, not explored in great detail and it is not

clear if the list is exhaustive. Overall, Stoevski concludes that “evidence of the profound

presence of English is its presence in the subculture in Sofia” (2005, p. 37). This study is

valuable for the current investigation as it illustrates another angle of the use of English in a

Bulgarian context. The presence of English in Bulgarian magazines which is investigated by

this paper is not the only domain where English has become part of everyday life.

Having explored the different aspects of English in Bulgaria, the current study can benefit

from a better understanding of the context in which the specific symbolic values and functions

of English occur. The previous section of the literature review provides also a range of

examples from the contact between English and Bulgarian which will be used as basis for

comparison with the data of the current study.
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3.3 English in advertising and journalistic discourse of the Expanding
circle

Moving away form the general, the following section aims to present some of the work done

on forms and the symbolic value of English in advertising and journalistic discourse. As a

natural ending of the literature review the last section brings back to the centre of discussion

the studies of the Bulgarian context directly related to the discourses in question.

Possibly one of the most detailed investigations into the functions and usage of English in

traditionally non-English advertising discourse is the study published by Harald Haarmann

(1989). He investigates the use of foreign languages (not just English) in Japanese advertising

discourse. The large amount of English usage in comparison with that of French or Italian

becomes also the basis for Haarmann’s claims that the English language performs more

functions than simply ascribing symbolic capital2. Moreover, he asserts that:

[t]he impact of English on the modern Japanese language exceeds by far the boundaries of a

basic cultural exchange or technical internationalization, and English borrowings have also

penetrated lexical fields which – according to a wide-spread misconception – belong to an

assumed ‘basic’ vocabulary (Haarmann, 1989, p. 160).

In other words, Haarmann claims that the use of English in Japanese advertising discourse

adds symbolic associations and connotations as well as semantic meaning. He also warns

againts oversimplifying the influence of the English language as a trend of ‘Westernization’ or

‘Americanization’ in non-English-speaking communities. Instead, he defines this influence as

‘internationalization’, which is part of modernization processes. Thus, he introduces the term

‘symbolic internationalism’ as the function of English usage in Japanese:

[t]he status of English as a world language makes it a common motor of symbolic

internationalization in the business world of many countries. Producers of industrial goods

in western countries with a non-English-speaking population frequently choose English

2 Symbolic capital is used by this study as defined by Bourdieu (1996) and it is separated from the direct semantic

meaning.
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names for their products, and this trend can be traced back at least to the early seventies

(Haarmann, 1989, p. 257).

Haarmann concludes that there are three main sources of English presence in the modern

Japanese language: 1) as the language of wider communication; 2) as the symbol of modernity

in the mass media and business world; 3) as the language specialized for the modern

industrialized society (1989, p. 250). These three sources of symbolic value are expanded and

developed further, by Kelly-Holmes (2005).

Kelly-Holmes (2005) discusses in great detail the different functions of multilingual

communication in advertising. She turns to “the special case of English” (p. 67) by

categorising the main functions of English in advertisements and by providing examples from

advertising discourses in Central and Eastern Europe. Eight main categories are employed by

Kelly-Holmes to distinguish the usage of English in advertising discourse. These categories

are created on the basis of the symbolic value which English has in non-English advertising

discourse. In order to define the different symbolic value of the eight categories an example

from Kelly-Holmes (2005) for each type is given below.

 English is used as a reference to the competence of the country-of origin (Britain

or USA): Jaguar’s advertisement in Germany says, “Die perfekte Balance

zwischen Innovation und Tradition” (‘the perfect balance between innovation and

tradition’), the symbolic aspect of traditionalism is attached to Britain and

exploited by the use of English here (2005; 68-69).

 English as a technical display: Toyota Yaris advertisement which reads “Sieger im

Crash-Test” (‘Crash-Test Champion’) provides an example of the transfer of

technical language from the automotive domain into the advertising domain (2005,

p. 70).

 English as cosmopolitan and modern: the German airline company, Lufthansa,

attaches cosmopolitan value to its slogan “There’s no better way to fly”, which

appears in English even in the German advertising discourse (2005, p. 72).

 English as neutral to the local linguistic context: a Swiss brand uses English in the

German advertising context to convey neutrality in the context of the company

origin (2005, p. 72).
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 English as representation of popular culture and ‘cool’: a typical and

internationally recognized as German Volkswagen displays in an advertisement –

‘Hello Sunshine. Das New Beetle Cabriolet’- exploiting the symbolic value of

English as the language of popular culture (2005, p. 73).

 English as the international lingua franca: adopting a global strategy which

employs English as the default language in any advertising context (2005, p. 75).

 Lack of English as local and trustful (‘the purity fetish’): English is seen as

contrasting with the image which the advertisement is trying to achieve such is the

slogan of German company for social health insurance, ‘Wir sind hier.’ (We are

here.), which accentuates the local character of the company (2005, p. 79).

 English as representation of the free market: Bucharest’s shopping centre is

branded as ‘Unirea Shopping Centre’ in an effort to acquire symbolic value.

The last category refers exclusively to the context of Central and Eastern Europe where the

use of English has attained “associations of freedom, democracy and consumption” (2005, p.

96). She emphasises that in many of the cases where English is present it serves as a

“linguistic decoration” exploiting the “Western market fetish” (2005, p. 98). As mentioned

earlier (2.1), Kelly-Holmes looks into Czech print media and suggests that the use of English

in brand names, logos and slogans functions as part of “the brand’s graphic identity” (2005, p.

103). At the end of her discussion of the place and generic functions of English in the Czech

Republic, Kelly-Holmes raises the question of the rapid replacement of the Russian language

with the English language. The detailed meaning of this shift remains largely unexplored.

The categories described by Kelly-Holmes have served as basis for the typology of symbols

used in this study. Thus, English usages collected from the Bulgarian advertisements will be

explored in this study through her typology of symbolic value ascribed to English. The lack of

concrete criteria to distinguish between these categories is the main challenge in using Kelly-

Holmes’ typology. I will attempt to apply that typology and explore the symbolic value of

English in the headings and article titles. Thus, I will explore the possibility of blurring the

border between advertising discourse and journalistic discourse in terms of symbolic value

attached to the use of English language and test Hypothesis 2.

An investigation into Chinese-English mixing in advertising in Taiwan explores the

discourse domains, the linguistic patterns, the cultural constraints and the socio-psychological
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effects (Hsu, 2008). It deals with a large amount of data collected between 1999 and 2007 and

a wide variety of advertising sources: television advertisements, printed advertisements in

magazines and newspapers. According to the interviews, the effects which the copywriters

attempt to achieve through English-Chinese mixing are ‘internationalism, premium quality,

authenticity, metropolitan orientation, urban experience, middle class lifestyle, and the trendy

taste of the younger generation’ (2008, p. 159). These symbolic associations are markedly

linked to the distinctions that Kelly-Holmes identifies. The domains where English words

occur most frequently are those that advertise products that are “imported from abroad or

marketed with internationalism, fashion and advanced technology” (2008, p. 162). Hsu also

points out that even though the real estate domain is local in nature, it also employs a lot of

English-Chinese mixing; a result which was also identified by Haarmann (1989). As far as the

linguistic features are concerned, 91% of all forms found in the data represent single content

words, especially nouns, while phrases embody 6% and sentences only 3% (2008, p. 165).

Hsu also notes that:

[a]mong all the tactics of mixing English, the most distinguishing one is that local

copywriters borrow and insert any English words or phrases into Chinese text as long as the

corresponding translated meaning of these English words fits the Chinese context (2008, p.

167).

In relation to the investigation of Bulgarian-English mixing, it is possible to imagine that

similar effects can be achieved, moreover, that the occasional orthographic and phonemic

similarities can be exploited to bring the mixed languages closer. Hsu’s study deals in great

depth with the form of English mixing and the attitudes towards it. He provides an exceptional

basis for comparison in this area. However, the issues of why English is present and what

generic functions are performed by English remain rather general.

The comprehensive study of English in Slovenia (Mežek, p. 2009) mentioned earlier

(3.1.1) also explores examples of English occurrences in advertising discourse. Mežek

investigates different types of English usages and concludes that the English language in

advertising remains rather on the level of company/product/brand name. Only 19.7% of the

street advertisements in her data contain English outside the name (2009, p. 36). Moreover,

her category includes slogans which can also often be an attribute to the brand name,
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especially where the company is internationally recognised. At the end of her discussion of

advertising discourse in Slovenia (including television commercials), Mežek claims that

“English has not greatly affected the advertising world in Slovenia yet, and, based on my

observations, the majority of street and television advertising is still in Slovene” (2009, p. 36).

Furthermore, one should not forget that the mix of different scripts and languages, as in the

case of Bulgarian and Macedonian which use Cyrillic, draws more attention than mixing two

Latin-alphabet languages. Ultimately, drawing attention is the purpose of a shop sign or

advertisement.

The review of literature revealed a great deal of publications in the area of advertising

discourse, yet no extensive studies in journalistic discourse. Some articles mention that while

collecting the data of advertisements, instances of English seemed to occur within the

journalistic discourse as well but the lack of bilingual investigators prevented the investigation

into that aspect of English usages (Griffin, 2001). One study of anglicisms in German

magazines (O’Halloran, 2002) was registered by the search; however, the article appears in

German which prevented its utilization. No other studies which explore English in the

headings or titles of articles were found at the time of this literature review. A possible

explanation is that the occurrences of English in this type of discourse are not deemed

significant and frequent enough.

3.3.1 English in Bulgarian advertising and journalistic discourse

Similarly to the previous section, the review of the published materials offers examples of

studies into English within Bulgarian advertising discourse. The intention was to also report

on the studies on English in journalistic discourse, but no such studies have been identified.

Considering this lack of studies, the following section focuses on advertising discourse.

Erica McClure’s article (1998) represents one of the rare investigations into written code-

switching. The research is concerned with the different forms and functions of written

national language-English code-switching by the majority population in countries which have

never been directly colonised by an English-speaking power: Mexico, Spain and Bulgaria

(McClure, 1998, p. 125).

The data used in the research for all three countries was collected from locally published

magazines. McClure investigates the relationship between social, political and economic
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factors and the functions of code-switching. She builds on Susan Gal’s model, which argues

that code-switching practices are responses to the different ways the communities are situated

in the historical and political context (1998, p. 126). Moreover, in the light of the Bulgarian

data McClure suggests that “for the same person a term may have a different status on

different occasions depending on the reason for its use, a desire for precision in labelling

(status: loan word; alphabet: usually Cyrillic) or an attempt to emphasize attributes associated

with the foreign language (status: codeswitch; alphabet: usually Latin)” (pp. 131-132). She

also indicates that journalistic discourse was included but very few instances were recorded,

therefore the study focused on the advertising discourse.

In her discussion of factors which influence the patterns of code-switching in Bulgaria

McClure focuses on the fact that Bulgaria has been dominated by external powers for a large

part of recent history3. McClure argues that English is a symbol of the West to Bulgarians;

particularly, it is a symbol of the economic standard to which Bulgarians aspire. Thus, she

agrees with the similar claims expressed by O’Reilly (1998) on the symbolic associations

generally attached to English in Bulgaria (see 3.2.1). McClure also suggests that Bulgarian

people realise that they are members of a relatively small language community and that they

need to learn other languages in order to communicate, travel, work, study and generally be

part of the world (1998, pp. 148- 149). The research concludes that:

Bulgarian journalistic and commercial codeswitching appears to have a very limited

range of functions. In magazine articles English is used to give the exact names and titles

of Western products and companies, movies, books, songs, singers, actors, etc. (1998, p.

143)

The list of functions suggested by McClure represents all visual code-switching following the

typology of this study. In addition, her study shows that the main context of the English

occurrences is commercial texts. An explanation of this conclusion can be found by

considering the general process of symbolic internationalization described by Haarmann (3.3).

English has come to represent the internationalization of the Bulgarian market. McClure

3 Notably, the occupation of the Bulgarian territory by the Ottoman Empire from 1393 to 1878, and the political

influence of the Soviet Union after the Second World War until the fall of the Berlin wall in 1989.
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points out, however, that the limited number of people who speak the language well enough

restrains the range of functions. In this sense the hypotheses grounded by this study will

explore the possibility that more than twenty years later the symbolic internationalization

which was restrained to the area of advertising discourse (or the domain directly related to the

market) has been extended to the domain of the media as well and that English is extended in

general to the journalistic domain.

A similar study which also makes a use of data from Bulgarian magazines in relation to

English-Bulgarian mixing is Griffin (2001). He investigates the use of English in advertising

in Bulgaria. It is a follow-up of the author’s previous research on the same subject in Poland.

Griffin analyses the influence of English in Bulgarian advertisements by comparing it with

other European countries. He argues that “[t]he impact of English cannot be measured solely

by the number of people who study it but must be gauged in the other ways its presence is felt

around the world – for example, how it infiltrates everyday speech, in advertising, and the

media” (Griffin, 2001, p. 55). Griffin is in agreement with McClure and O’Reilly (3.2.1). He

also asserts that the growing influence of English is linked to the idea of English as a symbol

of modernity and Westernization in Bulgaria (2001, p. 56).

Griffin’s data is limited to foreign words written in the Latin alphabet because of his

restricted understanding of Bulgarian. The research questions aim at determining the extent of

English usage in Bulgarians advertisements, as well as what types of products and contexts

employ English. Griffin looks at a total of 199 advertisements and shows that 67.8% of them

contain English (2001, p. 57). Out of this total number he also identifies as different the use of

English as part of the brand elements (as Mežek, 2009). Griffin describes these uses of

English as “marginally justified” and 76.7% of the English in his data falls into this group - in

the context of a company, brand or product name or as part of the packaging or contact

information (2001, p. 57). He states that “a quarter of all English words used in the ads serve

no such role” but leaves this discussion without further investigation into the types of English

words and their status (foreign words, loanwords, hybrids, etc.). Griffin’s analyses focus on

the discussion of type of industry and size of the advertisement. Both of these factors are,

however, directly linked to marketing considerations and choices rather than language ones.

The conclusions of the study point out that English “plays a profound role in Bulgarian

advertising” (2001, p. 58). Many of the examples given by the article underline the role of

English as attributing a particular identity to a product or company, thus ascribing symbolic
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value. The evidence presented in this investigation emphasizes the necessity for all Bulgarian

people to understand the English language to some degree in order to make informed choices.

In an effort to provide an adequate context for this study, the literature review has started from

the general and moved towards the specific. Bulgaria seems to conform to the trends observed

in Europe and the immediate region of the country, south-eastern Europe. The studies on

English in Bulgaria illustrate a range of aspects as well as attitudes towards the use of English

in different domains. The last section of the literature review focused on advertising discourse

and revealed the lack of studies exploring the use and symbolic value in journalistic discourse.

The hypotheses of this study have neither been rejected nor supported directly by previous

studies although some suggestions that English in advertising discourse performs rather visual

functions have been made. On the basis of the entire literature review and the concrete

hypotheses, the investigation has crystallised the specific stages which need to be investigated

in order to achieve the general purpose that is to study the spread of English in Bulgaria.
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4 Methodology

As the literature review illustrates, the spread of the English language in Bulgaria is taking

place on many different levels. The elevated importance of English amongst the Bulgarian

people is mirrored by the education system where English is widely taught. The importation

of many new words from English into Bulgarian is dynamic and even described as

“avalanche-like” (Kostadinova, 2007, p. 141). Not surprisingly, the literature review reveals

an emphasis of research on the transfer of English words in the area of technology. Modernity

and globalization have brought technology into the everyday life of Bulgarians; thus, the

border between the professional domain and everyday language has been blurred. Moreover,

English has also become evident on the streets of Bulgarian towns and cities: trademarks are

kept with their English script; shops are given English names; and even the subculture of

graffiti writings colours the Bulgarian urban environment with English. This study will

investigate another level of the presence of English in Bulgarian everyday life: written English

in Bulgarian magazines. The magazines represent the period from the end of 2009 and the

beginning of 2010.

4.1 Selection of magazines

The magazines which provide the data for the study have been chosen with two main

principles in mind. Firstly, the focus was on selecting a wide variety of genres and topics so

that the data would be representative of an as wide as possible spectrum of Bulgarian

readership. The second principle of selecting the magazines was their popularity in terms of

sales, this is particularly relevant when discussing advertising language, since advertising

moves with popularity. Two newsagents, independent from each other, were approached with

questions on their top selling magazines in six categories: business, home style, art and

culture, women’s lifestyle magazine, men’s lifestyle magazine and entertainment. These

categories were preliminary and the principle of wide readership and popularity was

considered more important than sticking to the categories. Some of the categories suggested

above offered a very wide range of magazines such as women’s lifestyle, which had to be

represented; while others such as men’s lifestyle was represented by a single magazine, which

was not really popular according to the newsagents. Taking into account all of these factors
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the total number of magazines included in this study is six. The magazines can be roughly

organised into the following six categories:

1) Business and politics: Маниджър (transl. Manager)- published monthly, 202 pages;

2) Entertainment: Story – published weekly, 66 pages;

3) Home style: Наш Дом (transl. Our Home) – published every two months, 144 pages;

4) Women’s lifestyle magazine: Жената Днес (transl. The Woman Today) – published

every two months, 100 pages; Журнал за Жената (transl. Women’s Journal) published

weekly, 42 pages;

5) Magazine read by men: Top Gear България (Top Gear Bulgaria) published monthly, 122

pages.

It is rather stereotypical to consider Top Gear as a men’s magazine; however, it was

confirmed by the two separate newspaper agents that within the male readership the

magazines about sports and automobiles were more frequently purchased than the men’s

lifestyle magazine M. Gaps within the readership will certainly exist; nevertheless, the

selection process attempted to provide as wide variety of readership as possible. Two of the

magazines are published weekly, which provides data for comparison between the use of

English in weekly and monthly published magazines. For the ease of reading the English

translations of the names of the magazines are used in the following sections.

4.2 Collecting the data from the magazines

The focus of this study is on non-established words. They could be single foreign word

insertions, code-switching, visual code-switching, loanwords, and hybrids (see 2.1). An

investigation into all texts within the magazines is out of the scope of a master thesis.

Therefore, a decision was made to include only the following parts: all advertisements, all

section and column headings, all article titles and the text of the main featured article of each

magazine.

Having established the texts which are included in the study, two readings of these texts

was performed. The first reading extracted all foreign words, code-switching and visual code-

switching. They are the most obvious ones since they make use of another alphabet. All of the

instances were referred to in both of the available dictionaries: Dictionary of foreign words in
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Bulgarian language (Milev et al, 1978) and Dictionary of foreign words for everyone

(Pernishka, 2007). Once looked up, they were classified as established borrowings or non-

established words. The non-established words were then categorised as single foreign word

insertion, code-switching or visual code-switching. The second reading scanned for loanwords

(transliterations) from English, for example, римейк [rI;meIk] ‘remake’, and лайфстайл

[laIfstaIl] ‘lifestyle’. Again after a consultation with both dictionaries the words were

categorised as loanword that have become established borrowings or belong to the group of

non-established words. The second reading also involved scanning for hybrids, particularly

words which have English stems and Bulgarian affixes, suffixes, inflections such as

тиймбилдинги [tI;mbIldIngI] ‘team-buildings’. The second reading also made use of the

Bulgarian National Corpus in order to detect certain commonalities or variations of functions.

Prior to the extraction of the data from each magazine a set of criteria was developed and

followed closely. The purpose of these criteria was to limit the number of variables and make

sure that the data from each magazine is comparable. Here is a short annotation of the criteria

used in this data extraction divided in four categories depending on the type of text.

Advertisements:
1) All advertisements have been included irrespective of their size.

2) All text is taken into account apart from the text which is part of an image of the product

or other visual aids. The reason for this decision is that the choice of language in the visual

aids of an advertisement depends heavily on market strategy and brand recognition

policies.

3) Web addresses have been ignored in this study because other than linguistic

considerations are involved in the choice of language of a web-site such as the inability,

up until recently, to use Cyrillic script in web names.

4) All advertisements within each magazine have been classified into four main groups:

 advertisements which contain text only in Bulgarian;

 advertisements which contain Bulgarian language and Roman letters - these exclude

English and consists of advertisements with French, Italian, German or other

languages which use the Latin alphabet, as well as Bulgarian names or words which

are transliterated to the Latin alphabet;
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 advertisements with Bulgarian-English mixing, in the general meaning of containing

both languages to various degrees;

 advertisements which are entirely in English with no part appearing in Bulgarian.

5) The text of the advertisements with Bulgarian-English mixing was coded in relation to its

place of occurrence - belonging to the logo/name/motto, the address, and outside both of

these categories, in other words, belonging to the explanation/description of the product.

Section and column headings:
1) All of the text which occurs in the top corner of the pages as well as any sub-headings

within the pages are included. Column headings are also included. For the ease of writing

the general term HEADING hereafter refer to any text described by this criterion.

2) The number of headings does not include repeated occurrences of the same heading; thus

if the same heading is repeated on consecutive pages the data accounts for one occurrence.

3) All headings within each magazine have been classified into four main groups:

 headings which contain text only in Bulgarian;

 headings which contain Bulgarian language and Roman letters, as described above in

the advertisement criteria (4);

 headings with Bulgarian-English mixing, in the general meaning of containing both

languages to various degrees;

 headings which are entirely in English without any Bulgarian.

Article titles and sub-titles:
1) All article text in the title and sub-title of the articles is included. The term TITLE will refer

to this part of the text from the extracted data.

2) All titles within each magazine have been classified into four main groups:

 titles which contain text only in Bulgarian;

 titles which contain Bulgarian language and Roman letters, as described above in the

advertisement criteria (4);

 titles with Bulgarian-English mixing, in the general meaning of containing both

languages to various degrees;

 titles which are entirely in English without any Bulgarian.
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3) Titles which contain Bulgarian-English mixing are further grouped according to the

classification of non-established borrowing (2.1 and Figure 1 Classification of the

terminology) as: visual code-switching; code-switching, single word insertion; loanword;

and hybrid.

Main featured article:
1) The main featured article is the article which appears advertised with an image on the

front cover of the magazine.

2) All text within the article is considered apart from the article title which has already been

taken into account in the Titles classification.

3) The text is scanned for Bulgarian-English mixing of any type and each instance is noted

with the context of occurrence.

4) The text is regarded as data for qualitative analyses not quantitative ones, thus the data

extracted is not coded and the length of the article is not of interest.

Once the process of extracting the data was completed, the information necessary to test the

first hypothesis was available. However, the second hypothesis presented a bigger challenge

for the investigation. The second hypothesis aims to test the underlying symbolic value which

is added by the use of English in both discourses. Kelly-Holmes’ typology of values described

in detail in the literature review (3.3) revealed some problems when put into practice mainly

because she does not describe the concrete criteria of categorization in her analysis. Thus, the

attempt to classify the examples collected in this study was ineffective. Therefore, I decided to

set up my own categories and criteria of the value of English, nevertheless based on those

described by both Haarmann and Kelly-Holmes.

From the data collected by the two readings, a list with all instances of non-established

English words for each magazine was produced. Each occurrence was taken with its context

first and divided into single content words or multiple words. Then each occurrence of

English was classified into groups of linguistic forms, referred to as SYNTACTIC UNITS: nouns,

verbs, conjunctions, adjectives, adverbs, noun phrase, adjective phrase, verbal phrase, and

clause. Considering the words within their context was crucial because the symbolic value

attached to the word could only be understood within its context. This is also the reason why I

took the decision to consider the syntactic units as the basic units which are then grouped
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according to their symbolic associations. In other words, each word within a syntactic unit is

assumed to carry the same symbolic associations.

In order to establish any variations in the type of symbolic associations ascribed to English

in advertising and journalistic discourse, four groups of symbolic associations were

established (based on Haarmann and Kelly-Holmes). Criteria for each of these groups were

also set and examples for each group are provided (Table 4)

Table 4 Categories of and criteria for the symbolic associations of English

Symbolic associations Criteria

English as a technical display - the unit is a technical term

- the unit gives a name of a technology or method

English as the lingua franca of

the world

- the unit is aimed at English-speaking readers;

- the unit contains English which is part of the

international ‘Fachsprache’ of that domain

English as representation of

popular culture and ‘cool’

- the unit refers to phenomena from popular culture

or fashionable topics

English as representation of

the free market

- the unit emphasizes the reliability and openness of

the market

Examples of English as technical display:
 Mercedes-Benz advertisement prints blue efficiency as a name of technology.

 Bathroom fixtures company, Ideal Standard, advertises products with multiport

mechanisms.

 The advertisement of Platinum Health Club prides itself with modern equipment, CYBEX-

USA, and its special technology, duel axis.

 SONY provides a prize in a competition which reads full HD LCD.

Examples of English as the lingua franca of the world:
 A resort centre emphasizes that it is part of an international association by printing in

English, small luxury hotels of the world.

 In the main featured article of Manager one reads, toxic-derivatives and ребрандирането

(‘rebranding’), which mirrors the importance of English in the domain of business.
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 Advertisements which appear entirely in English also fall into this group because instead of

using any other language to reach their intended audience they choose English for its

prestige as the lingua franca of the world.

Examples of English as a representation of popular culture and ‘cool’
 A mobile phone company Globul labels its new service Globul Green relating its activities

to the current concern for the environment.

 The magazine which focuses on events and people from the entertainment industry has

chosen to stress its connection with the popular culture by using English in its name, Story.

Similar symbolic associations are also attached to the magazine Top Gear Bulgaria, which

retains its English name in an effort to be associated with popular culture.

 The use of English in the article title Тапетният comeback ‘The wallpaper comeback’

highlights the idea that wallpaper is back in fashion and ‘cool’ both with the meaning of the

word and the use of English language.

 Fashionable qualities are considered those related to environmentally friendly products,

organic products, healthy and active living, youth-like looks, and glamorous lifestyle.

Examples of English as a representation of the free market
 An advertisement of a company reads VM Finance group Branch Plovdiv emphasizing its

stability and similarity to international companies.

 Bulgarian companies also use English abbreviations such as ltd. or inc. in their logos, again

stressing the idea that they belong to the free market economy and follow the same business

ethics.

Whenever the syntactic unit applied to two or more of the criteria, the word was placed in all

of the categories it could belong to. This way the influence of the investigator’s choice is

minimized. Moreover, the value attached to the English words is indeed expected to represent

a complexity of associations for the reader. Here are a couple of examples which have been

categorised into more than one group:

 SPA or its Bulgarian transliteration СПА can be argued to belong to the category

of English as a lingua franca but in the Bulgarian context this use can also be

categorized in English as ‘cool’ because this is not entirely new concept for
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Bulgarians (thermal baths occur naturally in the country and have been very

popular way of relaxation in Bulgaria for many years); thus SPA is considered a

more modern and ‘cool’ way to refer to a familiar concept.

 Names of shopping centres such as Mall Varna, City Center Sofia, Central Mall

can also be argued to belong to the group of English as the International Lingua

Franca and also the group of English as ‘free market’ because the concept of

shopping centres is directly related to western (capitalist) societies.

Some common units were also consistently classified in the same group such as the

occurrence of the single foreign word e-mail was always regarded as symbol of English as the

lingua franca of the world.

Categorising the data with the criteria described above allowed for the investigation to test

the second hypothesis which claims that the symbolic use of English in advertising discourse

is the same as that in journalistic discourse. It also provides a more descriptive data for the

reasons for English uses in Bulgarian magazines. I have to raise a warning that this type of

categorisation is not the most objective way of classifying the symbolic associations and that a

set of questionnaires and possibly a focus group with Bulgarian subjects would have provided

a better method. Unfortunately, these resources were not available to this study. Nevertheless,

testing the second hypothesis was important for observing the way English is spreading to

different discourses and for detecting transfers of associations from one domain to another.
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5 Results

The results of the investigation will be presented in five separate sections. The first four

sections focus on the comparison between the magazines looking into the individual discourse

source: advertisement, headings, titles, article texts. Then the fifth section explores any

interdependence and compares the results of advertisements, headings and titles within the

same magazine and between magazines. The last section presents the results on the value

attached to English non-established words. (Note that square brackets with a number will be

used in the result section to signify the number of occurrences from the source data.)

5.1 Advertisements

The six magazines contained a total of 179 advertisements and they were all included in the

study. Manager had the greatest number of advertisements [56], followed by Our Home [47],

Women’s Journal [21], The Woman Today [20], Story [20], and Top Gear Bulgaria [15].

These differences affect the absolute averages and have been taken into account by usually

comparing the proportions rather than the absolute numbers or averages for all magazines

(some examples can be seen in Appendix 4: Picture 3, Picture 4, and Picture 5).

Following the criteria described in the previous section, the advertisements of each

magazine were divided into four groups. Figure 2 illustrates the results by type in proportion

to the total amount of advertisements in each magazine. A dominant place in almost all of the

magazines is taken by advertisements which integrate Bulgarian and English. There is a

relatively lower number of English-Bulgarian mixing in both of the weekly magazines Story

and Women’s Journal. Two of the magazines contain advertisements entirely in English:

Manager with 9% [5] and Top Gear Bulgaria with 7% [1].
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Figure 2 Advertisements results for each magazine divided by type of language use

All but one magazine (Top Gear Bulgaria) include a number of advertisements which

make use of both Bulgarian and Latin alphabets. The largest number of Roman letters and

Bulgarian advertisements is recorded in the advertisements of the weekly magazine Women’s

Journal, which is also the magazine with the lowest proportion of Bulgarian-English mixing

in advertisements. It seems that one increases at the expense of the other. Overall, Figure 2

presents a picture of the advertising discourse in Bulgarian magazines, which is coloured

extensively by the English language. This is also confirmed by looking at the summary from

all magazines (Table 5).

Table 5 Summary of all advertisements in the data by type of language use

Number
of ads

Percentage
of total

Total Advertisements in English only 6 3%

Total Advertisements with Bulgarian-English mixing 112 63%

Total Advertisements with Roman letters and Bulgarian 29 16%

Total Advertisements in Bulgarian only 32 18%

Total number of advertisements in the data 179
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The majority of advertisements involve English: out of the total 179 advertisements, 118

(66%) make use of English to various degrees. 18% of the advertisements are only in

Bulgarian and 16% involve both the Latin and Bulgarian scripts but no English. These results

follow closely the averages presented by Griffin (2001): 67.8% of his data contained English

words written with the Latin alphabet. However, these averages should not be emphasized

since the variation amongst the numbers of advertisements for each magazine is so great (in

Griffin’s data as well).

All advertisements with Bulgarian-English mixings were also codified in relation to the

function of their English usage: visual code-switching (name of company, name of product,

slogan, name of technology, address), cod-/switching and single foreign word insertions

(words outside the former category) (2.1). Functions at this stage are to be understood in

broad terms where English words function either by ascribing only symbolic value to the

advertisement or more than symbolic by becoming vital for the overall understanding of the

text. The study assumes that if the entire advertisement appears in English, the reader is

required to know English to some extent to understand the advertisement. However, if English

appears only as visual code-switching, English performs predominantly symbolic and

decorative functions (refer to 2.1). Thus, visual code-switching is regarded as not vital for the

overall understanding. In the light of these considerations, Table 6 and Figure 3 draw a

different picture of the relation between Bulgarian and English in advertising discourse (see

below). Out of the 66% of advertisements with Bulgarian-English mixing, 17% [31] involve

English which is vital for the understanding and 49% [87] contain English which remains on

the level of visual code-switching/foreign word.

Table 6 Summary of all advertisements by type of Bulgarian-English mixing

Number
of ads

Percentage
of total

Total English code-switching/ foreign word insertion 31 17%

Total Visual code-switching English 87 49%

Total Advertisements with Roman letters and Bulgarian 29 16%

Total Advertisements only in Bulgarian 32 18%

Total number of advertisements in the data 179

When exploring the results by type of English-Bulgarian mixing for each magazine

(Figure 3), the data does not reveal big differences between the weekly and monthly
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magazines any longer. According to the types of language use (Figure 2), Top Gear Bulgaria

was in the lead with 80% of its advertisements containing Bulgarian-English mixing. After

considering the functions which the occurrences of English performed, Figure 3 shows that

only 13% of the advertisements in Top Gear Bulgaria contain English vital for fully

understanding the text. The result of adding the considerations of function demonstrate that

the Bulgarian-English mixing in Manager’s advertisements requires the most knowledge of

English for understanding and yet the proportion remains fairly low at 29%.

Figure 3 Results by type of Bulgarian-English mixing in terms of functions for each magazine

Before proceeding with the next source of data, I want to make some remarks about the use of

Bulgarian-English mixing in advertising discourse. Although the visual code-switching is

seen by this study as symbolic and secondary to the entire meaning of the text, these usages of

English can actually sometimes occur so often or be so long that they cause disturbance of the

reading process and hinder understanding. These are just a couple of examples. In the weekly

magazine Women’s Journal an advertisement for Braun retains the name of the product in

English. A sentence from the lengthy text in the advertisement reads:

За още по-голям комфорт Silk-epil Xpressive Wet & Dry има масажни ролки.  

(For even more comfort Silk-epil Xpressive Wet & Dry has massage rolls.)
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(Women’s Journal, 2009, p. 13)

In Our Home magazine an advertisement for Ideal Standard producer of bathroom fixtures

and accessories uses English names for all of its products, altogether 19 English names occur

in the text of the advertisement. Occurrences of this kind were common:

С технологията Cool Body са снабдени не само смесителите за вана и душ, но и 

всички смсители за умивалници и биде от колекцията Attitude. 

(Not only are the taps for the sinks and bathrooms equipped with the technology Cool

Body but also all taps in the bidet collection Attitude.)

(Our Home, 2010, p. 37)

These two examples illustrate just some of the difficulties which can be encountered when

reading advertisements in the Bulgarian magazines. Some other examples of disturbances of

the reading process were detected in the data of article titles and will be discussed further in

section 5.3.

Transliterations from the Bulgarian alphabet to the Latin alphabet have become very

common practice in names of companies and products (3.2.4). This is also the reason I had to

include a category of the type of language use Roman characters and Bulgarian. A detailed

classification of this category was not the focus of this study; however, it is necessary to

mention some common usages. Most of the advertisements, where the Latin alphabet (but not

English) is involved, are transliterations of names such as:

1) Darik 17 мига свобода ‘Darik 17 moments of freedom’ (Manager, 2010)

2) dINEV (The Woman Today, 2010)

3) Vivatel (Women’s Journal, 2009)

Interesting cases of transliterations from Cyrillic to the Latin alphabet, which appeared

only in the weekly magazines, appear in advertisements for a service over mobile phone (by

sending a text message) such as:

1) изпрати SMS със съдържание: TIALO ‘send a text with the word: BODY’ where

TIALO is a transliteration to the Bulgarian ТЯЛО and SMS is an established borrowing

(The Women’s Journal, 2009, p. 31);
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2) Shte patuvam li? ‘Will I be travelling?’ is a transliteration of the Bulgarian question Ще 

пътувам ли? (Story, 2010, p. 63).

The use of the Latin alphabet in these cases can be explained by the fact that the Cyrillic script

was not introduced with all mobile phones from the beginning of the spread of this

technology. Furthermore, at present the code for Cyrillic characters uses more bytes per

character, thus, the maximum length of a Cyrillic SMS is half as long in comparison with one

written in Latin. As a result, transliterations to the Latin alphabet in text-messaging still are a

common practice (from personal observations).

5.2 Section headings

The total number of headings included in the data from the six magazines is 101, more

specifically The Woman Today [32], Our Home [28], Women’s Journal [25], Top Gear

Bulgaria [24], Manager [17], and Story [13]. Headings have a specific position in journalistic

discourse since they serve a clear purpose – to orientate the readers as to where they are at

every given moment while reading the magazine. Another consideration which should be

taken into account is that headings are short occurrences of text; they set the context of the

larger texts on the page. Thus, they are vital from the reader’s point of view. Parallel to this,

headings can also remain on a rather visual level. Symbolically they are continuously

reminding the reader as to what magazine they are reading. Therefore, one should consider the

textual unity of headings as both providing the reader with symbolic value and meaning.

Following this logic, all English words within the headings are considered vital for

understanding. Therefore, it is surprising to some extent that English is used in the section

headings when the magazines are published for a predominantly Bulgarian-speaking

readership (examples can be seen in Appendix 4: Picture 6, Picture 7, and Picture 8).
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Figure 4 Results of the headings by type of language use

The data from the headings shows a different picture from that of advertisements (Figure

4). All of the headings in The Woman Today, Women’s Journal and all but one in Story make

use of Bulgarian only. On the other hand, Our Home, Manager and Top Gear Bulgaria show

a huge variation in the use of languages and alphabets.

The business magazine Manager emphasizes that its readership should be able to

understand English by using only English in 13 out of its 17 headings. Furthermore, it seems

that 3 of the headings left in Bulgarian had to visually match the English headings and they

occur written with Latin alphabet. Thus, they are transliterated from the Cyrillic to Latin

alphabet: Tema ‘theme’, Globus ‘globe’, and Zlatni ‘Golden’. Those transliterations are used

as perfectly valid words without any explanations or inverted commas. One can also not

escape noticing that the spellings of the former two examples are also close to the English

words, which makes the flow between the two languages even easier. Yet, the use of Zlatni

does not fit this suggestion of visual resemblance. The explanation for the use of Zlatni could

only be found if we consider the alternatives which the editorial had. The editors have two

obvious options: the Bulgarian златни and the English golden, but they chose a midway

between the two forms Zlatni. They evidently want to remain faithful to the prestigious use of

the English language in the domain of business which is supported by the editorial’s decision

to use English instead of Bulgarian for most of the headings. Zlatni actually refers to the full

section heading Златни страници за виното ‘Golden pages for the wine’. One can only
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speculate but one possible explanation is that golden in this case is not seen as appropriate

when talking about wine which is considered part of the local domain. Interesting is also the

choice made by the editorial staff with the single occurrence of a section heading in

Bulgarian. Only the heading of the content pages is in Bulgarian. Furthermore, instead of

using the word съдържание ‘content’ the editors have chosen the rather informal в броя ‘in

this issue’. The relationship between Bulgarian and English, where English becomes the norm

and Bulgarian the informal exception, has been described by Videnov (2005, p. 34) as a fairly

new phenomenon in some domains such as business. Since English is perceived as the norm

in the domain of business, Bulgarian becomes lower on the scale of prestige. In this sense

Videnov describes this relation as a form of diglossia where power relations are involved. In

the case of the example above the distance between English and Bulgarian in the scale of

prestige is exaggerated by the use of the informal Bulgarian.

The headings accent and sci-tech also deserve some attention in this discussion. The use

of the word accent echoes the Bulgarian word акцент [Aktsent] ‘focus, attention to’. The

meanings and usage of the Bulgarian word are actually added here to the English false friend

accent. Sci-tech on the other hand is the result of two English words known to Bulgarians: sci-

fi and hi-tech. This example represents an interesting innovation, just as in the article about

puns from English (Alexieva, 2004) the word needs the context to be fully understood.

The headings in Our Home present a different example of English and Bulgarian-English

mixing. Four of the headings are in English and eight make use of both Bulgarian and

English. The Bulgarian-English mixing in this case is clearly separated as for example News:

места ‘News: places’ or Mix: Изборът на Ирена ‘Mix: The choice of Irena’. Another

interesting example from the headings with Bulgarian-English mixing in Our Home is

illustrated by News: Продукти & Събития ‘News: Products and Events’ and News:

Магазини & Продукти ‘News: Shops and Products’. The use and meaning of & is seen by

the editors as completely transparent, although & is not part of the Bulgarian writing system.

However, the editors did not opt for the full conjunction and, which again emphasizes the

visual functions of English use as primary.

The examples of Top Gear Bulgaria include four headings entirely in English and two

combining English and Bulgarian. It should be noted here that this magazine was originally

published by the BBC; many of the articles are translated from English and the structure of

the magazine attempts to match the style of the English magazine. In this sense the English
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language is expected to play an important role. Headings such as Front End and Gear are an

evidence of this direct transfer or as classified here respectively code-switching and foreign

word insertion. However, examples of such headings are few and in most cases where English

is used in the headings it is part of the name of a car or the name of the magazine. These

results can be explained by the challenge of adapting a British magazine to the Bulgarian

market. The editors are aware of the fact that the magazine is seen as a foreign product so they

try to match and adapt to the Bulgarian readership as much as possible.

Overall, 16% of all headings are entirely in English and together with the 8% that include

English and Bulgarian, they come to a total of 24% of headings that include English. 70% of

the headings, however, are in Bulgarian only and, as we saw from Figure 4, two of the

magazines have all headings in Bulgarian only. The averages illustrate, however, the

important differences between advertising discourse and journalistic discourse. The use of

only Bulgarian headings augments at the expense of Bulgarian-English mixing. Comparing

the averages of Table 6 and Table 7 the use of English which is vital for understanding (i.e.

Headings in English and Headings in Bulgarian and English) remains at fairly low

proportions, 17% and 24% respectively.

Table 7 Averages for all headings of magazines by the type of language use

Number of
headings

Percentage
of the total

Headings only in English 22 16%

Headings Bulgarian-English Mixing 11 8%

Headings Roman letters and Bulgarian 8 6%

Headings only in Bulgarian 98 71%

Total Number of Headings 139

5.3 Titles of articles

The total number of article titles included in this data is 309: Manager [100], The Woman

Today [87], Top Gear Bulgaria [73], Story [55], Women’s Journal [52], and Our Home [49].

The article titles are presumed to be vital for the understanding of the reader, thus all instances

of English and Bulgarian-English mixing are expected to be employed as more than simply a

visual code-switching. As opposed to the headings, the data shows that all magazines use
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English to some extent in their article titles (Figure 5). One of the possible reasons is that at

this level of discourse the data is starting to register an increasing amount of non-established

borrowings of the type written in Cyrillic: loanwords and hybrids (examples are discussed

later in this section).

Figure 5 Results of the article titles by type of language use

Only two of the magazines have titles of articles in English only: Our Home [2] and The

Woman Today [4]. Top Gear Bulgaria appears to have the biggest variation in spelling out

titles (see Figure 5); however, the main reason is that all car names are kept in their original

alphabet and language. The Woman Today uses English in 14 of its article titles, while its

headings contained no English at all. Four of the titles are entirely in English such as the title

of an article about relationships It’s cupid, stupid! or the fashion section title Structure and

form (see Appendix 4: Picture 9). These differences between section headings and article

titles could be the result of a conscious magazine policy in place but information for such

conclusion was not available. Overall the data confirmed that the use of English in the titles

of articles performs more than visual functions and adds to the meaning with both symbolic

value and semantic content.

The results from this magazine also illustrate the variation of Bulgarian-English mixing on

the level of article titles. In some of the cases when names are involved, the name is given
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first in Bulgarian and then in English e.g. the name of a music album услуга за услуга: 

Scratch my back or the name of a film Шерлок Холмс/Sherlock Holmes. This way the

editors position Bulgarian as primary not secondary to English but acknowledge that their

readers can understand the English as well. The assumption that the readers of The Woman

Today understand English at least to some extent is also underlined by article titles illustrated

by Picture 1.

Picture 1 Example of article title from The Woman Today (January 2010, p. 56)

If written entirely in English the title would read ‘The great grandmother or the shining

Anahid’. The English part of the title should not present a great difficulty to understand for

anyone with even basic knowledge of English. The use of English in this title creates a kind of

oxymoron in the mind of the reader by combining on a symbolic level of English as modernity

and on the semantic level somebody old. This use of Bulgarian-English mixing hedges the

otherwise impolite comment about the age of the person interviewed in the article. In any

case, understanding of English is imperative for the reader.

Before proceeding with the discussion of English words in the titles, I want to give

another example of potential disturbance of reading when both Latin and Bulgarian alphabets

are involved. Picture 2, below, is taken from The Woman Today and shows the title of a short

article. The first word in the title is a Bulgarian word which has been transliterated into the

Latin alphabet and it is used to signify a company name. However, the similarities between

the two alphabets make it difficult to decide which of the alphabets is printed. Only by

continuing to read the reader will encounter the name in the rather different looking and

obviously not Cyrillic lower case print of the same name.
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Picture 2 Title of an article from The Woman Today (2010, p. 8)

The titles data also provides examples of the use of non-established words from English

classified by this study as loanwords or hybrids (2.1). The data from the titles shows some

interesting examples of English words which have moved a step further in becoming

established by being used with the Cyrillic alphabet but have not yet acquired the status of

established borrowings in the dictionaries (see Table 8).

Table 8 Examples of loanwords and hybrids

Magazine
title

Loanwords Hybrids

The Woman
Today

фюжън [fIUZVn] ‘fusion’
смартфон [smArtfOn] ‘smart-
phone’
ситком [sItkOm] ‘sitcom’

Top Gear
Bulgaria

круизър [krUIzVr]‘cruiser’ масъл кара [mAsVl kArA] ‘muscle
car’
хечбеци [h&tSbetsI] ‘hatchback’

Manager пиар [pIAr]‘PR’

Our Home шоурума [SOUrUmA] ‘the show-room’
Лофтове [lOftOve] ‘Lofts’

Story шопинг [SOpIng] ‘shopping’
Бокс Офис [bOks OfIs] ‘box
office’

All except one of the examples in Table 8 (масъл кара,‘muscle car’) were found, on the

other hand, in the corpus of the Bulgarian language. The technical problems with accessing

the corpus made it difficult to explore to the full this dimension of the non-established
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borrowings in my data. Nevertheless one suggestion that could be confirmed from the

successfully performed searches is that non-established words which appear in Cyrillic in

this data (loanwords or hybrids) are likely to appear more often in the corpus than those

English words which appear in their original alphabet. Having said that, words such as

marketing, management, economy, editorial, grandmother, big boss, VIP, and story were

also found in the corpus, which suggests that foreign word insertion practice is not

uncommon.

5.4 Main featured articles

Altogether six articles were included in this data. This part of the data aims to provide

another insight from journalistic discourse and provide more examples of a qualitative

kind. Therefore, the length of the articles is not considered important and a total count of

the words has not been performed.

The overall results show little use of English in the body of the articles. Our Home does

not contain non-established words of any type. The only presence of English is felt from

the use of highly technical language and terminology which corresponds to English words

such as рекреативни функции [rekreAtIvnI fUnktsII] ‘recreational functions’. The Woman

Today also does not contain English apart from the name of a Bulgarian channel bTV and

television programme VIP Brother. The only non-established word is the adjective in the

phrase реалити [reAlItI] предаването ‘reality programme’. Story’s main featured article

also involves the use of English when quoting the name of the magazine Story which is in

English but lacks any other non-established words. The other weekly magazine, Women’s

Journal, remains monolingual on the level of its main featured article: no occurrences in

English are recorded.

The main featured article in Top Gear Bulgaria also avoids the use of English and the

only English usages are part of the name of a car or the name of a technology. The name of

the car which is in the centre of the article is actually translated, in brackets, the first time it

appears. Moreover, the author of the article remarks that the name in Bulgarian actually

carries negative connotations: Mini Countryman.

The only article which contains English words is from the business magazine,

Manager. The examples are not many but they illustrate the wide variation of integrating

English into Bulgarian, when that is deemed necessary (see Table 9). The examples are
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quoted in the degree of adaptation to the local Bulgarian context: starting with the example

which provides a direct translation into a footnote and ending with the example which

employs the English word without any adaptation or aid for the reader.

Table 9 Examples of English used within the main featured article in Manager

Example as it appears in
the article

Translation Comments

да бъдеш top-of-mind*
на банковия пазар

to be first in the top of
mind awareness in the
banking market

The star symbol introduces a
footnote with translation of the
English term.

рискови инструмент, 
или т. нар. toxic 
derivatives

risk instruments or the
so called toxic
derivatives

The use of English is introduced as a
translation of a Bulgarian term.

списание Finance 
Central Europe

magazine Finance
Central Europe

Keeping the capital letters signals to
the reader that the English language
introduces a name of something.

дори при 
ребрандирането в 
началото на 2008

even during the
rebranding at the
beginning of 2008

The use of the hybrid
ребрандирането [rebrAndIrAnetO]
‘the rebranding’ which is not an
established borrowing appears
without translation but has been
transliterated.

предоставят услуги по 
интернет, телефон и 
чрез call center

provide services over
the Internet, telephone
and through call center

The English words are neither
translated nor explained.

The results of the investigation of the six articles reveal the rare use of English in the body

of the articles and provide evidence of the ways in which the English words are adapted to

match the Bulgarian context and the Bulgarian reader. It should be mentioned here that The

Woman Today, which contained the most titles with English and almost no English in the

featured article, has published in this issue on the last page a poem by a Bulgarian author

which starts in Bulgarian and then half-way through continues in English (see Appendix 4:

Picture 12). Yet, again the editors of this magazine seem to avoid the English on the

surface but underline that their readers understand English by including a poem in English

without any translation attached.
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5.5 Comparative results

A series of figures which illustrate the comparison of data between the three main sources

(advertisements, headings and titles) for each magazine can be seen in the Appendix 2. All

of this data was brought together in attempt to detect any interdependence. Figure 6

includes only the number of English uses which are not visual code-switching, in other

words, English which is vital for understanding. This figure does not illustrate a clear

interdependency between the three sources; put differently, a high number of English

usages in one of the three areas of the magazine does not mean that English will also be

proportionately high in the other two areas. Advertisements and Headings appear indirectly

related, while the number of English in Titles seems to follow very different distribution.

Figure 6 Comparison between the numbers of English foreign words and code-switching for each
source and type of text (excluding visual code-switching)

These results reveal that the type of magazine is not the only factor in action. The high

number of English occurrences in the titles of articles is somehow surprising when

considering that this level of journalistic discourse contains essential information for the

Bulgarian reader. This is where the results illustrate the importance of the symbolic value

attached to English. So far the results section has focused on the first part of the

investigation, which aimed at testing the first hypothesis. The following section will

present the results of the classifications of the data in terms of symbolic associations.
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5.6 Symbolic associations attached to English

As described in the methodology section, after collecting all of the non-standardised

English words and classifying them into syntactic units, a categorisation of their symbolic

associations was performed. This part of the investigation is directly linked to establishing

possible links between the symbolic associations of English in the advertising discourse

and those in the journalistic one.

In terms of the distribution of the linguistic forms, the most frequent syntactic unit was

the noun [250]. Noun abbreviations were also counted as nouns but they do not account for

a large number of nouns. Noun phrases are the second most frequent syntactic unit [212].

Some of the examples of noun phrases are long stretches such as:

1) A program style which stands on the quality, individual age group planning, long

term experience and modern innovations (advertisement for ABC Kinder Care

Centre, Manager, 2010).

2) A service that stretches beyond child care and supports the whole family

(advertisement for ABC Kinder Care Centre, Manager, 2010).

3) Exemplary teaching programme led by internationally renowned professors and

industrial experts (advertisement for University of Sheffield, Manager, 2010)

The use of these long noun phrases can be explained as a result of the nature of advertising

discourse, which is not necessarily based on sentences but slogans, catchy phrases and lists-

like descriptions. The advertisement of ABC Kinder Care Centre (Appendix 3) lists the

resources they offer in a form unusual for either English or Bulgarian. The phrases in the

list are divided by full stops suggesting that they are independent clauses; however, that is

not the case grammatically. The entire advertisement is written with many English

inaccuracies and it almost invalidates the competences claimed by its content.

Taking the nouns and the noun phrase units together they account for 90% of all

occurrences. This result is similar to that presented by Hsu (2008) although the distribution

between the nouns and noun phrases in the Bulgarian data is more even (Table 10). A

possible explanation for these differences is the different sample size of the Bulgarian and

Chinese data (Hsu’s data is much larger); larger sample investigations are needed to further

investigate and test these differences.
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Table 10 Results of the classification by syntactic units from all magazines and all text types

Number of
syntactic units

Percentage of the units
against the total

Noun 250 49%

Verb 5 1%

Conjunction 4 1%

Adjective 9 2%

Adverb 2 0%

Noun Ph 212 41%

Adj Ph 2 0%

Verb Ph 7 1%

Clause 22 4%

Total 513

Having established the syntactic units, each unit was classified in term of the symbolic

connotations it brings to the advertisement, the section headings, article titles or article

texts. The classification followed the methodology and criteria for distinction described in

detail with examples from the data in the methodology section (4.2). The process of

classification was not without its challenges because many of the units could be argued to

attach different symbolic value. The symbolic associations of free market attached to

English (suggested originally by Kelly-Holmes as a typical feature of the advertising

discourse of central and eastern European countries) could most of the time be also

regarded as English as lingua franca because English occupies such a central role in the

business world today. In any case even after considering some margin of error, the results

from the classification of symbolic value present some distinct differences between the

advertising discourse and the journalistic discourse.

The majority of the instances of English in the advertising discourse fall under the

category of English as the international lingua franca. English as representation of popular

culture and English as a technical display share the second most commonly ascribed value

to the English words and in third place are found English words which attach the value of

free market to the advertisement (Figure 7).

The majority of the English in headings and titles, in other words in the data from the

journalistic discourse, shows distinctly different results in the type of associations attached

to the English non-established borrowings. The majority of the value attached to English in
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the journalistic discourse falls under the category of English representing popular culture or

cool. These results show that advertising discourse and journalistic discourse do not attach

the same symbolic value to the English language (for more examples of each type of

symbolic value see Table 11).

Figure 7 Type of symbol value for all syntactic units from all data divided by discourse

The type of discourse is evidently one of the factors which determine the symbolic

value attached to English. Advertising discourse and journalistic discourse (the parts of it in

question here) have some similar features; they are meant to inform and sell a

product/magazine. However, advertising discourse is above all a communication between a

company (individual) and a potential business partner (customer); while the journalistic

discourse represents a communication between a self-selected reader and a magazine

she/he identifies with.

Advertisements printed entirely in English, for example, use English to both create the

idea that the advertisement is communicating with an international English-speaking

audience and also to select the type of partners (customers) they are interested in. In both

cases, English, rather than French or German or any other language, is used because of its

qualities as the international lingua franca.
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Journalistic discourse, on the other hand, aims at attracting its targeted audience and

maintaining its regular readership by affirming the reader’s identity and her/his values.

Since the magazines are published in Bulgaria, the most obvious choice of language is

indeed Bulgarian; however, as the data confirms English is the second most commonly

used language in the magazines. One could assume that English must have become so

familiar that most Bulgarians understand it but, as pointed out in the literature review, this

is not the case (3.2). It is not surprising then that the symbolic associations attached to

English in the communication reader-magazine are not that of the international lingua

franca. The use of English in journalistic discourse accentuates the popularity of the

magazine, its direct link to something ‘cool’. The use of English in journalistic discourse

identifies the magazine and its readership as part of popular culture.

Table 11 Examples of syntactic units classified by type of symbolic value

Technical Display
International
Lingua Franca Popular culture/Cool Free Market

Advertising discourse

E-class Golf fox life Finance group

camera Hotels yoga & relax area City Center Sofia

MOTION Catering outlet Royal Garden Mall

PC expert Selection Hi-end publishing Stil story trading

Full HD LCD e-mail lift active inc.

Inspired Performance ltd. шоу-рум 'show-room' ltd.

duel axis
шопинг 
'shopping' шопинг 'shopping' copyright

Journalistic discourse

SUV
Ребрандирането
‘rebranding’ Marketing Marketing

Фотошоп ‘Photoshop’ Big boss Big boss Economy

genesis toxic derivatives Editorial Modernity

model top-of-mind Accent

The results of this part of the investigation illustrate that the symbolic value in

advertisement is distinct from that in the journalistic discourse. In other words, even though

English is present in both of these discourses and they are juxtaposed in print, there seems

to be a clear distinction of the type of symbolic associations attached to each discourse. The

type of communication purposes of the discourses in question is probably the most

important factor involved. The cross-reference of syntactic unit and symbolic value does

not reveal trends of using one type of syntactic unit over another for the particular symbolic
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value. Nevertheless, because understanding is crucial factor in journalistic discourse the

syntactic units of English in the headings and articles are shorter.
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6 Discussion

The general purpose of this study was to explore the use of English in Bulgaria. The results

confirm that English, more than any other foreign language plays an important role in

Bulgarian everyday life as expressed by the monthly and weekly magazines. This result

conforms to the general European trend of increasing teaching and presence of English

described in the literature review. The more concrete aims of this study were to test two

hypotheses, which are in the centre of this section. After the analysis of the hypotheses

some general points will also be discussed in this section.

Hypothesis 1:
The use of the English language remains on the symbolic and visual level in the Bulgarian

advertising and journalistic discourse.

The results from the data on advertisements conclude that English is abundant but show

that in most cases knowledge of English is not required for understanding the content of the

advertisement. Thus, English for the most part (74%) in the advertising discourse of

Bulgaria remains on a visual level. English in advertisements is used mainly in the logo,

name of company, name of product, name of technology or the slogan of a company. These

results are similar to Mežek’s findings (2009) but different from Dimova’s study of shop

signs in Macedonia (2007) most likely because the shop signs belong to the most outer

level of advertising discourse and the contact point of the local and global environments

(see 3.3). The data from the headings, titles and the body of articles juxtaposes the

advertising discourse with the journalistic one. The nature of the journalistic discourse,

particularly, the purpose of the headings and titles in the magazines appears to define the

use of language in these sections. Therefore, the use of the English language in journalistic

discourse is in most cases more than visual code-switching. The data of this investigation

concludes that the use of English in journalistic discourse cannot be regarded as simply

visual or decorative. Hence, hypothesis 1 is supported as far as advertising discourse is

concerned; however in relation to the journalistic discourse, it is rejected. This result

underlines no commonalities between the discourses in terms of generic functions of

English.
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Considering the two types of discourse from the readers’ point of view, on average 17%

of all advertisements and 26% of all headings and titles together require some knowledge

of English. Interestingly, the journalistic discourse assumes that its readers understand

English more often than advertisements, which again emphasizes that English in

journalistic discourse performs a wider range of functions. A possible explanation for the

higher number of visual code-switching and foreign words insertions in advertising

discourse is that advertisements rely heavily on picture materials. In some cases

advertisements contain very little text and depend entirely on visual aids. Headings and

articles on the other hand, need to combine the visual with the content in order to

accomplish their intended purpose as part of journalistic discourse.

Nevertheless, some interesting combinations of visual associations between Bulgarian

and English are exemplified in the section headings data. Hsu wrote that corresponding

translation is a common approach for mixing English and Chinese (3.3). In the light of the

Bulgarian data, an example of a common tactic for the introduction of an English word is

using English words which have the approximate visual and phonemic shape of a Bulgarian

word. Here are some examples:

1) the English word accent is used instead of the Bulgarian акцент [Aktsent];

2) the English word focus is paired in the mind of the Bulgarian reader with фокус

[fOkUs];

3) the English word phantom conveys the Bulgarian word фантом [fAntOm].

These examples suggest that the levels of interaction between Bulgarian and English are

complex. A focus on the distinction between visual and semantic functions of English

should always include qualitative analysis, in order to be able to represent these variations.

Another interesting example is illustrated by the variation of print of the word SPA,

which appears both in the Latin and Cyrillic alphabets (СПА) as well as with upper and

lower case spelling. Undoubtedly, SPA can be considered an internationalism rather than

simply borrowing from English, in any case it is a foreign word in Bulgarian. The only

established borrowing registered by the dictionaries is спа but much more common in the

data are SPA and СПА which suggests that the influence of the foreign word continues to

impact the Bulgarian established borrowing. Moreover, as McClure (3.3.1) suggested, the

choice of the alphabet positions the non-established borrowing closer or further away from

Bulgarian, depending on the intended effect.
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The relation between the visual and semantic use of English appears to be determined

heavily by the type of discourse. The visual aspect of English words is exploited by the

journalistic discourse parallel to that of the semantic content of the words. In advertising

discourse English words such as attitude, waterfall, and cool body do not provide additional

information to the product but convey a symbolic association.

Hypothesis 2:
The symbolic value of English usage in advertising discourse is the same as that of

journalistic discourse.

The results of the test of this hypothesis reject its claim (see Figure 7). All of the textual

levels use English to some extent or another; however, the values ascribed to English words

in advertising discourse and in journalistic discourse are very different indeed. In the

advertising discourse the value most often attached to English is that of the language of the

world communication, while in the journalistic discourse the value most commonly

conveyed through English is that of belonging to popular culture or being ‘cool’.

The results from advertising discourse reflect the desire to reach and target a wider

market, as well as the desire to appear to be present in the world market. The journalistic

discourse instead focuses its efforts to attracting readers by projecting an image of being

part of popular culture, being part of everyday life experience. English in this case is seen

as enhancing the magazines’ identity and, as a consequence, that of its readers.

The use of English as symbol of the free market, suggested as a typical feature of the

Central and Eastern Europe advertising discourse (Kelly-Holmes, 2005), was not found to

be frequently occurring in the Bulgarian data. This result illustrates a difference of English

usage within the region of central, eastern and south-eastern Europe, which is not

surprising when considering the sheer size of this region. However, an even more probable

reason for this result is the fact that Bulgaria entered the free market more than twenty

years ago, thus the free market is no longer a novelty but the norm. Thus, the low

occurrence of English as a symbol of the free market is possibly a result of changes of the

symbolic value of English. After all, the symbolic value attached to English is not fixed.

The results from the investigation of hypothesis 2 revealed again that the border

between advertising discourse and journalistic discourse is not blurred in terms of symbolic

value of English use. On the contrary, the border seems to be very clear.
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Leaving aside the hypothesis, a few other points of discussion have been raised in the

study, which I will discuss here. The data suggests that English is the second most used

language after Bulgarian in both advertising and journalistic discourse. Russian was not

registered at any level investigated by this study. The shift from Russian to English can not

be discussed without a basis for comparison from an earlier period; however, the dominant

position of English as the first foreign language in Bulgaria is exemplified in the results of

this study. Moreover, these changes occurred in a very short period of time especially

because on the level of advertising discourse Griffin had registered the presence of English

as early as 2001. The dynamic interaction between Bulgarian and English is only in its

initial stage and the observations made here shows that English has already positioned itself

as the most prominent foreign language in Bulgaria.

In terms of standards, as expected, the variety of English present in the data remains

faithful as much as possible to the written norms of English. Both American English and

British English forms are observed in the spelling of words such as centre and center. Mall

appeared in the names of shopping centres more often but the data also includes galleria as

an option identifying a high-end shopping centre. This position between British and

American varieties of English suggests that inclusion of English in the Bulgarian context is

perceived, as Haarmann calls it, as internationalization rather than Americanization (3.3).

Misspellings of English words were not rare, for example, the business magazine Manager

prints in its table of content a section heading Sence instead of Sense. Puns are not common

in the data with the exception of the name of a special food allowance for staff members of

a company called MeNew echoing ‘menu’ and Sci-tech which appears to combine both sci-

fi and high-tech to form the section heading of gadgets articles; or a native abbreviation of

science and technology. English innovations are common, which is not surprising since

English has the overt prestige status. Nevertheless, innovations and variation of hybrids and

loanwords have been recorded and present a range of adaptations of English words to the

Bulgarian context.

The examples of non-established words, which have been in the focus of this study, do

not necessarily conform to the observations made by Kolarova (2005) on the semantic

change of established borrowings from English (3.2.3). Certainly, there are connotations

related to the use of visual code-switching, but as far as meaning is concerned narrowing of

meaning is not the most common semantic transformation. Non-established instances of

code-switching and single word insertion such as Big boss, toxic derivatives, editorial,
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structure and form, and phantom, remain faithful to the original semantic content. Nor is

narrowing of semantic meaning observed by the non-established loanwords and hybrids

such as лофтове ‘lofts’, шоурум ‘showroom’, ребрандирането ‘the rebranding’. One of

the main reasons is that most of the non-established words present new concepts and they

do not have to compete for semantic space. As far as the visual code-switching is

concerned, extension of connotations is the most common case, described above as

symbolic value attached to the English word. It appears that narrowing of the semantic

content is more likely to be part of the establishing process than the initial introduction of

non-established words.

7 Conclusions

A brief summary of the findings of this investigation would point out that English is the

second most common language after Bulgarian in both advertising and journalistic

discourse. The type of language use reveals that English is still for the most part just adding

symbolic value in the advertising discourse. On the other hand, in the journalistic discourse

the number of occurrences of English cannot be neglected because whenever English is

used it is vital for understanding. Variations are affected by the type of magazine and

overall weekly magazines presuppose less knowledge of English.

The symbolic value ascribed to English differs distinctively by the type of discourse.

However, the methodology of establishing the symbolic value would benefit greatly by a

focus group or a questionnaire to explore more profoundly these associations. Some other

limitations of the study have already been identified such as the inability to access the

Bulgarian corpus, or the difficulty of establishing clear-cut criteria of determining symbolic

value of English; however, the awareness of these drawbacks focused more efforts in

setting concrete methodology and clear process of collecting data.

One of the decisions for focusing effort in developing the methodology section is also

linked to the prospect of replicating this study in other contexts. As the literature review

revealed more investigations in the functions, forms and symbolic value of English in

journalistic discourse can bring more comparative analysis and provide more detail in the

efforts to understand the spread of English in the Expanding circle. Another area which can
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benefit from investigation is the general field of English in Bulgaria. One can only hope

that this study has at least added a piece to the big puzzle which is to become a

comprehensive study in the future.

In any case, the dynamic contact between English and Bulgarian continues and will

continue to amaze researchers with usages such as the following conversation between

Bulgarian young adults:

- Утре,’кво прайш?

(Tomorrow, what are you up to?)

- Обади ми сe, у нас съм. Цял ден съм open.

(Call me, I’ll be home. I am free all day.)

(from personal observations, February 2010)
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Appendix 1 Citations from Bulgarian sources

Note 1 Сред книжовниците и законодателите не намира почва възгледът, че 
книжовният език трябва да бъде елитарен, предназначен за употреба само от 
интелигенцията […] В художествения стил на книжовния език тенденцията към 
демократизация общо взето следва класическата реалистична традиция, като в 
произведенията на някои автори предимно в речта на героите от града започват са 
проникват елементи на жаргона Слабо е засегнат от тази тенденция публицистичния 
стил. В него само в отделни случаи се въвеждат се въвеждат за означаване на нови 
понятия народни думи и изрази, които не се допускаха в официалните материали, в 
коментари и статии, които се пишеха по строг определен шаблон, еднообразен не 
само по съдържание, но и в езиково отношение. (Boyadzhiev, 2008, р.10)

Note 2 Навлизането на чужди думи след Втората световна война е твърде динамичен 
процес. Броят им непрекъснато се увеличава като най-проницаеми за тях е 
публицистичния стил – езикът на весниците, списанията, радиото и телевизията и 
обществено-политическата реч. (Boyadzhiev, 2008, p. 11)

Note 3 През този пост-тоталитарен период в българския език се зараждат 
конвергентни и обективни тенденции, които оказват съществено влияние върху 
речевото поведение в следните насоки.

1. Променият се ситуациите и жанровете на общуване както в публичната сфера, 
така и в личната комуникация. Отслабват и се размиват и смесват до голяма 
степен строгите и чсни стилистични граници, които отделяха неофициалното 
от официалното публично общуване, между усната и писмена реч.

2. Отслабват автоцензурата и самоконтролът на говорещите над собствената им 
реч в резултат на промените в социално-културните намерения и като 
резултат спрямо стереотипите от близкото минало и от своеобразно 
разбираната представа за свобода за словото и на личността. В публичните 
изказвания силно се увеличи числото на снижените лексикални елементи от 
нерегламентираните комуникативни сфери – от разговорни, диалектни и 
жаргонни думи.

3. В отношенията между говорешите отчетливо се наблюдават две 
противоположни тенденции в политическите противопоставяния и оценки, 
които естествено най-много засяга лексиката, - към огрубяване, вулгаризация 
на речта и към нейната евфемизация. Огрубяването се проявява в употребата 
на вулгарни думи и изрази от разговорната, жаргонната реч и от 
просторечието в езика на медиите, театъра, филмите и във всекидневния език,
които вече повече се налагат като норма за некултурно говорене, а 
евфемизмите – в употребата на маскираши обозначения за неприятни и 
отрицателни явления, за популизма и демагогията […].

4. Бързо и стихийно навлизат в българския език голям брой чужди думи, главно 
английски, засилвайки започналата мъ след Втората световна война 
европеизация, интернационализация и интелектуализация. В онимиката на 
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търговски обекти, рекламата, информатиката и развлекателната индустрия 
трайно се настанява латинизацията.  (Boyadzhiev, 2008, p. 15-16)

Note 4 Главната отговорност за това носят авторите, преводаяите и редакторите на 
текстове в печата и преводната литература. Във всеки отделен случй трябва да се 
преценява много внимателно дали е необходимо и уместно вкарването на нова чужда 
дума, понеже практиката показва, че един път пусната в обръщение, в повечето 
случаи тя бързо печели почва и вече трудно може да се отстрани. (Danchev, 1981, p.
202)

Note 5 Можем да наречем маргинален текста, в който има голямо количество нова 
информация или рема. Това става в случите, когато ремата е неразбираема, когато 
нещо възприпятства възприемането на информацията. Такъв текст би могъл да бъде 
всеки високотерминологичен текст. Такъв текст също така е текстът, съдържащ 
извънредно голям брой неологизми или чужди думи, които все още не са станали 
част от съответния език като чуждици, това са думи, които имат някакъв граничен 
живот, все още не се подчиняват на законите на приемния език, но са влезли в 
употреба. Такива думи обикновенно се изписват на латиница, тъй като нямат приета 
форма на изписване на български. Това още повече засилва маргинализирането на 
текста, защото, когато един читател, който не владее английски, попадне на такава 
дума в текста, това прекъсва възприемането на информация. (Kostadinova & Sakareva, 
2007, p. 144).

Note 6 […] след замяната на социалистическия тип общество със западния модел 
общество навлязоха и продължават да навлизат жавинообразно чуждици 
изключително от или чрез английски. В тази статия ще се опитаме да отговорим на 
въпорса, кое освен гореспоменатите фатори мотивира заемането на думи 
изключително от английски и какви опасности крие пристрастяването към тяххата 
употреба. […] Това поведение на чуждиците се дължи на факта, че езикът на 
културата завоевател е в пряк контакт с езика приемник и процесът на асимилация на 
чуждицата е сведен единствено до транскрибирането на думата (Kostadinova & 
Sakareva, 2007, р. 141- 142).

Note 7 Средтсвата за изказване в тези текстове са езиково еклектични и трудно 
определими по националност: в тях жаргонизми от общонародния език или 
новосъздадени (пичове, пуцалки, страшно ме кефи, супер) се преплитат с жаргона 
или терминологията на компютъра и на интернет (камера от трето лице, система 
на прецелване, забивания, терабайти, бъгове, торент), с буквално пренесени 
чуждоезични изрази (фърст пърсън, вкючен онлайн мултиплейър, експенжъни), с 
чужди имена или названия, които дори не се транслиетрират (Mafia и Streets of LA и 
GTA: San Andreas за PC, Reflections, MGS3) (Pernishka, 2008, p. 39).
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Note 8 При това, за съжаление, те се разпростират далеч извън посочения пример на 
общуване, стават модни за популярния печт и за редица телевизионни водещи и 
предавания. Такива въздействия от екрана или радиото ни принуждават да говорим 
за айдъли, а не за идоли, първенци, звезди и т.под., за мюзикайдъли или сървайвъри и 
сърварвайки, а не за музикални звезди, оцелели и т.н. (Pernishka, 2008, p. 39)
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Appendix 2 Summary of results for each magazine
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Appendix 3 ABC Kinder Care Centre advertisement
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Appendix 4 Visual examples from the data

Picture 3 Example of advertisement from the data (Story, 2010, p. 51)

Picture 4 Example of advertisement from the data (The Woman Today, 2010, back cover page)
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Picture 5 Example of advertisement form the data (Manager, 2010, p. 135)
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Picture 6 Example of section heading from the data (Top Gear Bulgaria, 2010, p. 31)

Picture 7 Example of section heading from the data (Manager, 2010, p. 62)

Picture 8 Example of section heading from the data (Manager, 2010, p. 155)

Picture 9 Example of article title form the data (The Woman Today, 2010, p. 48)
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Picture 10 Example of article subtitle from the data (Top Gear Bulgaria, 2010, p. 77)

Picture 11 Front cover of the weekly magazine Story (2010, cover page)

Picture 12 Part of a poem by Silvia Karabashlieva printed in The Woman Today (2010, p. 100)


